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Volume XCVH
Survivor Analyzes
War Experiences
by Louise A. Blum ?
The first recollection - Dan
Pavlovitch has of World War II is
coming home from school on the
afternoon --of Sept. 1, 1939 and
seeing a sign in a bookstore
window proclaiming the start of
the war. He was twelve years old
then. Within two years, he was in a
concentration camp.
Pavlovitch, father of sophomore
Joey Pavlovitch, spoke on his
experiences in a Nazi concentra-- '
tion camp to a packed audience in
Lean Lecture Room last Thursday
evening.
- Born in Rumania, Pavlovitch
lived there with his parents and
two sisters until the fad of 1940,
when his father,, operator of an
American-owne- d .drilling
company, was- - informed by the
Iron Guard to resign or see his
family killed. . With one suitcase
apiece and a minimal amount of
money, the family journeyed. to
Yugoslavia.
.
On Sunday, Apr. 6, 1941, at 7
am, Belgrade was bombed. The
- authorities began to assemble the
Jewish population. Adult males
were gathered and sent to labor
camps. Pavlovitch never saw his
father again.
; On Dec. 8, 1941, all women and
children were taken to the staging
area and transported to a small
community across the river. This
particular town, the speaker
explained, was ideally suitable for
a concentration camp because it
contained three large buildings
which could be divided into blocks
15 feet wide, ten feet high, and 30
feet long; with three tiers at the
: heights of two feet, four feet, and
four feet. The uppermost tier was
the best, Pavlovitch explained,
because it had some air space
Five thousand people occupied
the camp, each allotted a space
two feet in width and six and a half
in length.
They, were awakened each
morning by a loudspeaker,
Pavlovitch said. They then lined up
for breakfast, which consisted of a
cup of herb tea. The children aged
two to three also received a soup
- conf. on p. 8 ,
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PUBLISHED BY AND FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE
WALTER ANDERSON explained U.S. foreign policy and the
Iranian domestic turmoil to a capacity audience at Wednesday's
convocation. Photo by Jay Hetser.
State Department
Hostaoe Crisis on
by Eric Johnson --
"It is totally outrageous that 53.
Americans should be held hostage
hi tanbut we shouldn't let this
distract us from more pressing
foreign poficy issues," said a --state
department expert on Iran at
convocation Wednesday:
Walter Andersen, a member of
the U.S. State Department Bureau
of Intelligence and Research since
. 1974." and a specialist on south
central Asian affairs, said the U.S.
should concentrate on revamping
its armed forces and facing the
threat of the Soviet military
buildup. "Our major foreign policy
goal must be to make sure that we
and the Soviets can live in peace.'' :
Speaking to a capacity audience
in Mateer. Andersen said Iran's
fundamental problem is its failure
to have a decisive government.
"We cannot negotiate with them....'
We talk to them, but their
representatives cannot carry out
their promises; they can't make
their binding agreements stick."
. He said the U.S. has exercised
restraint as the Iranians have
wrangled for power among them-
selves. "We went to considerable
trouble to assure Iran (after the
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Researcher Blames
Domestic Turmoil
revolution) we wouldn't interfere in.
their internal affairs."
The . U.S. .has, . also, beer) re-
strained in dealing with the hostage
situation, Andersen said. This is to
ensure the hostages' safety, and to
reduce' the chance of Soviet-America- n
conflict he added.
. Andersen said the Iranian revo-
lution stemmed from unanticipated
' results of Shah Reza Pahlevi's
modernization campaign. These
results were:
a huge migration of
.
unskilled
peasants to the cities during the last
three decades, resulting in over
half the present population being
in urban settings,
a breakdown in civil services
stemming from the population
crunch, leading to increased social
unrest.
a foreign-educate- d technocratic
middle --class that was not able to
find jobs meeting their expecta-
tions. This bred hostility towards
the Shah among' them,
a coalition of reactionary bazaar
merchants and clerics opposing the
regime because of what they saw
as the threat of modernization to
their traditional way of life.
These results led to increasing
social unrest, which eventually
precipitated the revolution and the
taking of American hostages,
Andersen said. "The hostage
situation is the result of Iranian
domestic turmoil. If this can be
resolved, the hostage crisis can be
resolved.'
Andersen earned his masters
degree in Political Science from
The University of Chicago in 1969,
and was an instructor in Political
Science here at Wooster " from
1971-74- .
Applications for editor of
THISTLE now being accepted
Interested students snouw con-
tact Chuck Hurst.
VOICE
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Students Make Commitrnent
To Form Gay Support Group
by Kevin Grubb
"To say a person does not have
the right to do what comes
naturallv, is saving that that person
does not have the right to love."
"Homosexuality Is basically
wrong. . sex is to propagate a
species. . .if two men or two
women try to have sex, propaga-
tion is fruitless. . .if the whole world
went gay, we would all die off."
--Comments written by students
who attended a discussion on
homosexuality in Lowry Center
last Tuesday night.
The sudden tornado warning
that sent masses of Wooster
students scurrying to the basement
of Lowry Center last Tuesday
night, might well have been "the
calm before the storm," in relation
to John Rosenbluth's discussion of
homosexuality held approximately
at the same time. In this case, the
"calm" might have been the
somnolent state of unawareness
into which Wooster has allowed
itself to nod off in the past few
years in regard to gay students at
the College. The "storm, quite
obviously, was the intense, candid
discussion ort the issue, culmi-
nating in a decision by the 35-4- 0
people present to formally "come
out" and publicly support the rights
of homosexuals at Wooster:
The SAB-sponsore- d discussion
commenced in a comer of Lowry
basement crowded with attentive
students representing many as-
pects of the student body. Rosen-
bluth opened by stating that there
are no "experts" to speak on
homosexuality, and that his role in
the discussion would be to help
raise questions regarding the issue
and promote an intelligent dis-
cussion about gay students at
Wooster. He observed that, "It's
not cool to call someone (on this
campus) a 'nigger, but it is O.K. to
call someone a faggot." The
reason? Simply, that aside from
gays, there are support groups on
this campus who can rally against
repression from outside individuals
who seek to define what is
"normal" and "deviant" in their
terms. Rosenbluth enforced the
point that establishing a' support
group for gays and lesbians is a
"necessary thing," and that in
terms of broadening our awareness
of the issue, "the College is.
stagnant."
Pencils and pieces of paper were
passed out to students, and
Rosenbluth asked the group to
write down their feelings about
homosexuality. The group wrote
down their opinions and Rosen-
bluth collected the papers and
sorted through them while an
excerpt of the film "Word is Out"
was shown. Released in 1978 by
the Mariposa Film Group, "Word is
Out" is a collection of 26 gay men
and women representing all races,
religions, ages and socioeconomic
backgrounds, speaking honestly
No. 7
about what it is like to be
homosexual in contemporary
society. The part seen by the group
dealt specifically with oppression of
gays by our society.
The segment of film viewed was
extremely moving and evoked
various kinds of responses from
students, ranging from laughter at
the colorful humor of some of the
gays, to expressions of horror as
gay men and women in the film
recounted how they, had been
forced to undergo heinous forms
of treatment in order to "cure"
them of their homosexual ten-
dencies. A young lesbian who was
placed in a mental hospital in New
York City by her parents because
she was gay, described her stay as
'A horror movie. You adapted or
you went crazy...the whole time I
was there (a number of years) I
saw the doctor two times...! came
lout bke a keg of dynamite ready to
mo off, there was so much hatred
conf. on p. 5 "
JSA Learns of
Jewish Heritage
Since its inception last spring,
the Jewish Students Association
has made rapid progress ' in
enlightening the College com-
munity to Judaism and the Jewish
heritage.
The Association was formed out
of a need to 1) educate Jewish
students to the Jewish culture, and
2) educate non-Jewis- h students
about the practices of Jewish
people. "There was little awareness
of Jewish students here," stated
Bonnie Stevens, JSA faculty ad-
visor, "It just wasn't really thought
about." Since the group . was
chartered last fall, however,
changes have occurred regarding
Wooster's ignorance to this reli-
gious minority.
Last spring, Jewish students
proposed that specific changes be
made in the College catalogue.
"The catalogue was monolithic,"
Stevens said, "It made the College
sound more Christian than it is."
Previously, the catalogue made
reference to "the Church" on
campus, with only one ac-
knowledgement of the synagogue.
JSA wrote a letter to Dean of
Students' Ken Plusquellec re-
questing "Church on Campus" be
rewritten as "Religious Life on
Campus," and that the catalogue
make it implicit that Wooster
welcomes students of all religious
backgrounds despite the College's
own Presbyterian affiliation. Plus-
quellec took the letter to the Board
of Trustees and the changes wet.
made in the new catalogue.
JSA is an active organization
and both members and non-me- m
bers have participated in' many
Activities since last fall When
Chaim Potok spoke at Wooster
JSA had lunch with the prominent
Jewish author. In "November, the
Association cooked a Sabbath
conf. on p. 4
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It Doesn't Matter Now...
Attitude Endangers Future
"It was too bad they shot those students, but that was ten wears aao '
commented one Wooster student in regard to KSLTs commemoration
rally May 4. Tt doesn t matter now.
It doesn't matter now. What doesn't matter now? The killing of foui
students at Kent, two at Jackson, and still others at other campuses?
The cause they gave their fives for, to use a well-wor- n cliche? The
mentality that suggests that the 60's be forgotten is not only lacking in
intelligence, out mnerentiy aangerous.
Vietnam is still relevant, just as is evervthina else we studv in our
history books. It is relevant because of Iran, it is relevant because of the
energy crisis, it is relevant because the United States is coming
aangerousiy ciose to maning tne same mistake it made ten years ago in
Vietnam. For what will this war be fought-f- or the saving of the hostages?
For the satiation of an anger with Iran for daring to do what they have
done? For the purpose of restoring some world image seemingly long
iaoear ror ine oil on wnicn tms nation is so dependent? For what was
Vietnam fought? Is the quality of the motivation of any real difference?
I o declare that Kent State should be forgotten, that the Vietnam War
should be ignored, as something bothersome and unpleasant should be
ignored, is to state that nothing can be learned from the past; that every
decade must start anew, untroubled by conscience and unresolved
conflicts, it is to state that Dan Pavlovitch should never have spoken last
Thursday night-- we don't care about World War II, we don't want to hear
about the concentration camps. That's in the past now; we just want to
rorget it.
."A person surrounded by people who cared nothing for thought would
feel stifled," writes Havhobn in his column. This is an atmosphere hedoes not recognize at Wooster. Havholm sees students who have
stimulated (his) own thinking about literature and literary criticism."
People who rip down art works and vandalize student sculptures
because they do not fit in with their personal conceptions of "art;" people
wno aesrroy signs opposing draft registration because they do nothappen to agree with them; people who make such statements as Tm all
tor gays having rights-ju- st so they're quiet about it;" people who hold
that Kent State doesn't matter anymore-Perha- ps people such as these
could be characterized as "caring nothing for thought," perhaps actions
sucn as tnese could be termed stifling." Or perhaps that is not the right
.
world. One hesitates to record other possibilities.
It is an error "to assume mat any evidence that this is not the best of ali i
possible worlds is reason to consign the whole business to the dustbin," I
navnoun writes, uenaimy ms point is well-mad-e. But does the fact that
we will probably never attain perfection mean that we cannot strive for it9
Does the fact that Havhobn knows many students who are intelligent
negate the fact that others exist who are not? Imperfections in ourCollege, just as imperfections in our society, cannot be ignored. Not only
can they not be ignored, but they must be actively examined and actively
remedied.
It doesn't matter now, they say. If convictions, if morals, if dedication I
and belief m the integrity of oneself are no longer of any consequence,
here at the College of Wooster or anywhere else, then what does matter
now.'
LABI
Cowg Pm Sana - -
Atmosphere at Wooster Breeds Decay
Dear Editor,
As a senior who believes the
atmosphere at - Wooster breeds
death and decay, I fee) compelled
to inform Peter Havholm just how
Wooster stultifies and suffocates
its students.
Yes, Wooster does have an
abundant supply of cultural
events, symposia, and convoca-
tions, but as the word "supply"
suggests, students .and admin-
istrators treat these events as
boxed quantities to be picked up
once a week and never opened.
There is no internalization of ideas
or concepts. How many students
attending the- - energy symposium
said, "That was a very good
convocation," and then returned
to the dorm for a long hot shower
after which they blow-drie- d their
hair, left the bathroom with the
lights on, and retired to their
rooms where the stereo and fights
were already blaring? How many
students even attended . theseLesbianism Separate Feminist Issue
Dear Editor:
I was both pleased and excited
by the editorial in last week's
edition of the Wooster Voice
entitled "Homophobia: Time to
Take off the Masks at Wooster." I
was disturbed, however, by the
author's insistence that
homosexuality is never discussed
as an intellectual issue on this
campus. Homosexuality simply is
not a purely intellectual issue. It is
an emotional reality. Focusing
classroom discussions on
homosexuality and offering
courses on the subjects are
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certainty starts at gaining a more
: pervasive understanding. There is
a danger, however, that such
exposures to the issue may only
become intellectual rhetoric and
that we may never deal effectively
with the emotional intensity that
homosexuality and lesbianism has
for eachn one otf us.
th
homosexuality and lesbianism as
part of a single issue. For some
feminists, and particularly for
radical feminists, lesbianism is
simply an extension of a
developing collective female
conf. on p. 3
Art Destruction
Must End Now
To the Editor:
Proposal: All senior I.S. projects
are to be displayed on tables in the
Lowry basement for one week
prior to the author's oral defense.
Other students will be invited to
criticize the work and remove
- portions if they wish, leaving the
author to defend only the
remaining pages.
I realize that this proposal is
ridiculous, but it is a reality to me. I
also realize that as an art major I
have in fact; chosen to inflict this
situation upon myself by choosing
id build my. artwork outside. I
regret that I have made myself so
vulnerable. At this point l:m
events? Mateer can only hold 250
people
Cultural events are not the only
boxed quantities at the College of
Wooster. Look at the majority of
classes; the teachers supply the
package of facts and theories, and
the students memorize them. How
many students can manipulate
those theories, relate them to
Other areas, or apply them in
another context? How often are
questions discouraged by
teachers and students rolling their
eyes or sneering when others ask
questions? Why is silence in class
treated as wasted time? In other
words, why does a professor ask a
question and after a ten second
pause feel obliged to continue the
lecture?
Learning at Wooster is at a very
limited and superficial level. The
emphasis is on the cut and dry.
Here are the facts. Learn them.
Here is the convocation. Go to it.
Afterwards nothing is interrelated.
As Dr. Kieffer revealed in last
week's convocation, students at
Wooster have lost their drive and
creative initiative. They ask their
professors.' "What do vou want me
to learn?" Sludents have forgotten
that their own minds are their
most valuable resource.
At Wooster there & only
superficial support for non--
classroom, non-packag- ed
-
modes
of learning. The Adirondacks
Wilderness ' Programis an :
excellent Jiving-learnin- g
experience, yet how many
professors are willing to get their
socks wet with the students?
Where is the administrative
support for faculty training in the
out-of-door- s? (NOLS, Outward
Bound) Is the way to encourage
off-campu- s, programs such as
study abroad, urban quarter, Sea
Semester, Southwest Field
Studies, "etc., to grant fewer
credits than if the student had
stayed in Wooster? or by allowing
some majors to pile up so many
requirements that the students --
virtually cannot escape from
Wooster? . .
.
Learning is infinite. Why try to '
close off inputs? '
cont. on p. 3
Pronouns Should
Be Non-Sexi- st
Dear Editor, -
I thank Martha Oesch for her
well-researche- d, valuable article
about tenure in the May 9th issue;
Referring to qualities of ideal
teachers, she quotes me as saying,
"he should be alive mentally." I do
not remember savina "he " If I did.
I should not have. Inclusive
language is important.
Amrun iewisLewis -I - - -
..'TcSr'S. Uestrucbonyv . Not the Answer,-
"Quibble" Over Art Instead
Destruction rarely solves problems. Indeed, it violates a common
tenet of society: the right of an individual or individuals to have property.
without that property being subjected to malicious sabotage.
Late last Friday or early the next morning the Serpentine Corridor,
located next to Galpin, fell victim to an egregious culprit who was
perhaps in inebriated stupor, perhaps not. The latter deemed it
necessary to topple the entrance to the Corridor's western exposure.
Cinder blocks lay about, the plywood roof rested against a tree, broken.
ampus becunty was appraised of the Corridors damage Saturday
morning by two concerned students. Security officer Randy Bell, who
handled the complaint, said Sunday there were no suspects. The
offender (or were there more?), Officer Bell said, will probably not be
apprehended, unless he makes himself known.
There are individuals on campus who dislike the Serpentine Corridor.(And this writer shall not shadow the fact that he has little taste for the .
Serpent). There are also those who have no appetite for the College's
architecture. But because the art project or the school's deskm is not
palatable for a few or, for that matter, even a majority, no one has the
authority vested in him to unilaterally destroy McGaw. Kenarden. let -
alone art. -
Whether or not the Serpentine Corridor is appropriate for Wooster. is
'art", or should be standing where it is now is a moot point. Ills here, and
until Mother Nature relieves her wrath on it or until Time sees to its
demisev the Serpentine Corridor should be left - intact
Let us quibble about the Serpent at bur meal tables. Let us express our
views, pro and con, through this medium. But letus not stoop to the J
tgrtomiiwu level of destruction -- - . .. . z -- y:-: T. :f- - -- . '.:.-- -
" Tjmothy E. Spence;
MUMBLINGS
;
" by Mike Lauber
i Kie c an aravial frx all Mvn-aTh- i
Virtuous and socially responsible
gentlepersons -- educated in the
liberal tradition. The matter about
,which this - is "written ; is of the
utmost imDortance and cannot be
:: : 1 c: .- --l - iL.
. .
II - - 1 c ilautnor wisnes io- - argue ror ine
abolition and banishment ot all wail
clocks. . : -
Everyone should look upon
Time as a personal responsibility
and moral obligation, depending
on their own watches to maintain a
synchronized society. Wall clocks
represent the need of the
irresponsible, and ethically
deficient among us. They have all
. . i .
oeeir indue iu run iui ui siuw -
throwing off the reliable portion ot
the citizenry - because too many
social scoundrels simply do not
care what time it is. I know this to
be the case, for I was once one of
THEM. -
Three years ago, I stopped
wearing watches because I found
myself entranced and entangled
"
with the constant care and feeding
of my watch. It demanded too
much attention, i was continually
checking the time, forgetting the
time, then checking the time again
because those little hands were
waving to get my attention to
remind me of an urgent
appointment, a pressing
engagement or the need for
. winamg.
' One day it dawned on me that
I ime was running my me. My me
was one big schedule. 1 never did
anything spontaneously anymore.
In fact, nearly everything I did was
at 2:00 pm or seemed like it should
be, so I hurried up doing whatever
I was doing in order to .have that
time open: Time clutched me in its
sweeping hands!
So I quit. Cold Turkey; Tcast my
$17 watch into my deepest,
darkest drawer and Time out of
my life. For once, there wasn't a
moment that counted and I liked it.
It lasted two, maybe three, days.
I'm not sure. I think the sun went
down' three times. ;
At first, it was only
uncomfortable without a watch. I
missed- - playing with the' watch-ban- d
of TwistoFIex be-
cause
- my good -
my wrist sweats. I even
missed sweating. I noticed that
pale, green ring begin to fade.
I started to realize how much I
missed Time. Was ' I ahead or
Learning Stifled
By Atmosphere
cont. from p. 2 -
Sure, there are hundreds of
programs and presentations
which could be the impetus for
creative thinking, but the
pervasive atmosphere at Wooster
is one of death arid stagnation. The
spark, the energy, and the support
are lacking. One person
searching, .carving, building on
hisher own cannot survive long at
Wooster before being squelched,
silenced, smothered.
. Mr. Havholm, it is a very lonely,
draining journey for spinners,
weavers, and builders at Wooster.
Most of this campus was dead on
i ,i 1 I U
-- arrival: otners succumueu iu uk
superficial, boxed-m- , highly
revered "learning and still others
starved to death. Learning at
.
. I 1 A.wooster may ot ueuei uum gi
"some schools, but it has definitely
fallen short of its potential.
EdSturnpf
behind schedule? How much
longer did I have to endure Miss
Costick's droning on about
comma splices? How much longer
did I have to feign studying until
the cafeteria opened? How many
more minutes did I have to finish
how many more pages? I never felt
1 could slow down what I was doing
because I couldn't be sure I was
rushing.
.
; ;
So I started sneaking peeks at
wall clocks. They were only
glancesLat first, but they soon grew
longer. Sometimes I would stare at
the clock for an entire minute. I
began choosing my seats
according to the clock exposure
afforded me while appearing to
stare at passing women-Ove-r
the course of time it wasn't
enough. I found myself counting
seconds as I walked around
campus, figuring out how long it
took to get from one clock to
another. I discovered this didn't
work because I counted faster on
my way to meals, slower to the
library, faster to my mailbox and
the slowest on my way to class. ; --
To remedy this dire situation I
became heavily involved with the
sun,' mentally - calculating its
location to tell time as farmers
supposedly do. ' Constantly
running into people, places and
things while gauging the time
through my Foster Grants proved
to be a severe setback. All in all, it
was a foolish effort, especially at
night. In time I switched to
shadows, only to become totally
disoriented on cloudy days.
From this I learned that it's silly
to rely on . the sun or shadows.
Without a guarantee, you can't be
sure God made them as accurate
as Bulova. Besides, He isn't Swiss.
1 was soon driven to the streets.
I began hanging around Wayne
County International Airport,
desperately surveying all the time,
dials of cities all over the world. My
fixation became an embarrass-
ment. Td approach complete
strangers, asking "Do you have
the Time?" quickly adding, "Some
of it used to be mine, you know,"
or "May I borrow a few seconds
you don't need?" Studying in the
library, if someone within earshot
said, "Time for a study break," Td
try to pin them down to
EXACTLY what time for a break it
was'. ;.
Then, one night in a state of
delirium, .-- I dug through my
handkerchiefs, socks, stale
chocolate chip cookies and
assorted memorabilia to find my
trusty Timex. And I'put it on.
It took me quite awhile to
.
become accustomed to it again. Td
find myself turning around every
now and then because I thought
someone was grabbing my wrist. I
occasionally awoke from a fitful
sleep in a cold sweat sure, that Td
been arrested and handcuffed by
Carl Yund for jaywalking in front
of Lowry or bludgeoning a
professor. I felt silly everytime
but it was worth it. The sweet joy
of being water-resistan- t, shock-resista- nt
and in control of Time
again!
A sense of true social
responsibility has returned to the
soul of this writer. If only everyone
could be mindful enough to wear
their own watches, the walls of the
world could be purged of .those
despicable wall clocks. Life would
be so much more meaningful.
; 5 I f III'
Lesbianism Is
Feminist Issue
cont. from p. 2
consciousness. It is a sexual
option that correlates clearly with
feminist theory. Moreover, it is a
woman-define- d option and it
defies the labels of "gay",
"homosexual", and even
"lesbian." It is a form of female
energy. It is most certainly not an
issue which can be taken up under
'the general heading of
homosexuality. Its political, social
and emotional implications are far
different.
Finally, lesbianism and homo-
sexuality are issues which,
feminists, and certainly feminists
on this campus, discuss and
consider often. The Women's
Resource Center has diverse
holdings on the subject and our
discussions on the issue (including
one this past week) are exciting
and supportive.
Homosexuality and lesbianism
are. issues which challenge our
emotional spirits and our sexual
identity. We must be careful how
we handle the subjects, both in
and out of the classroom.
Sincerely,
Tracey Dils
Art Destruction
Must End Now
cont. from p. 2
trying to make an appeal to
anyone who has any feelings. I
have spent a great amount of
money
.
and an even greater
amount of time on my junior and
senior I.S. projects, which most of
you are familiar with even if you
don't like them. My junior I.S. is
the pyramidfotomat thing by the
Oak' Grove. It has been vandalized
twice. I have repaired it twice. The
wooden spiral thing across from
Lowry is part of my senior I.S.. I
spent $65.00 on the materials for
this project. I have no more money
to replace the pieces that were
taken on the evening of May 7.
(these pieces have since been
replaced as a result of the
contributions of a generous
few.. .thanks)
.Please be sensitive to the fact
that we all must do I.S. and orals in
our majors and that it is nearly
impossible to complete the study if
people keep stealing portions of it --
no matter what the reason.
Jenny Oakley
President Loosens
Energy Regulations
Washington, D.C. (CPS) --
Faculty, staff and student hopes
that campus buildings might be a
little cooler this summer than they
were last summer were dashed in
1
mid-Apr- il when President Carter
extended --his mandatory heating
cont. on p. 4
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faculty commen- t-
On Worthy
by Pefer Havholm
The Marriage of Figaro was
marvelous both in performance
and because it was a major feat of
cooperation among students,
faculty and townspeople. Tonight,
Saturday evening and Sunday
afternoon, performances of
Samuel Beckett's Waiting for
Godot involve the cooperation of
about seven people, all students
except one, who is ten.
Glenn Becker, Paul Hartje,
Aldon Hynes, Marty Robbins,
Douglas Stewart and a few friends
have put together a sophisticated
and imaginative production of one
of the most important plays of the
century. The set looks
(appropriately) as if took ten
minutes work; the costumes are
perfectly grubby; the perform-
ances are polished to the point of
frequent ensemble acting.
Goodness knows what the budget
was. Enough to rent the bowler
hats, I suppose.
Godot has been extraordinarily
influential on European and
American drama. Its empty,
ridiculous, frequently nonsensical
and occasionally cruel world, and
its inept people scrabbling their
way through an existence they
rarely understand have caught the
imagination of the late twentieth
century. It is therefore An
Important Play. But it is also fluid,
frustrating, very funny, and, at
moments which this cast captures,
deeply moving (the end of Act I, as
I saw it in rehearsal, is a lovely
case in point).
Since there has been no
director, I presume the actors cast
themselves. They chose correctly.
Becker and Hartje create a
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Occasions
complex and dynamic relationship
between Vladimir and Estragon.
Hines's Pozzo is the essence of
pomposity. Robbins does Lucky 's
speech in Act I as I had never
imagined it, and it works. And
Sfewart's Boy is exactly right, the
quality of his voice alone setting
the tone for the poignant act
endings.
Though I am always grateful for
lavish main stage productions, I
find this Off-Universi- ty venture'
(and its predecessor, Godspell)
full of unusual promise. Perhaps
that is because unsponsored,
uncredited theatre is so rare, here.
Luckily, only one of these people is
a senior, and Douglas Stewart is in
fourth grade. Therefore, we can
look for more.
Godot will play at 7:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday evenings and
at 1:30 Sunday afternoon. Tickets
at Lowry are 50 (to pay for those
hats). The performance with
intermission should last a little
over two hours. Because there are
only about 80 seats in The Meeting
Place (in the basement of
Westminster Church House), I
would advise alacrity.
Wednesday at 10, Dr. Melcher
Fobes, who will retire from the
Mathematics Department at the
end of the year, will speak on the
topic "Libretto for Some
Unknown Music." Those of us
who have read 6r heard Dr. Fobes'
too infrequent talks to general
audiences over the years know the
eloquent and probing thought to
be expected. The convocation
committee is extremely pleased to
be able to end this year's series
with an occasion so clearly
worthy.
Reagan Makes-Up-, Changes
Sets, and Heads for D.C.
Last in a series of articles on the 1980 Presidential candidates by
Timothy E. Spence
Ronald Reagan decided last November, after much pressure from a
pro-Reaga- n political action committee (Citizens for the Republic), to
throw his proverbial hat into the likewise proverbial political ring. It was a
crowded ring, back then, with ten different colored chapeaus already
pushing against its perimeters.
' Gov. Reagan's litany in 1980 is no different than it was when he
appeared on television sixteen years ago in his first national political act,
trying to rescue Sen. Barry Goldwater from being toppled by Vice-Preside- nt
Lyndon Johnson in the 1964 Presidential election. Since
then, Reagan has been preaching just about the same sermon. He wears
the same make-up-, he carries the same script.
The former California governor's occupational experience is limitedj to
his movie acting, radio and newspaper work and a couple of isolated
diplomatic positions. He has.held only two elected offices; a six term
president of the Screen Writer's Guild and, most recently, two terms as
the governor of the Centennial State (1966 to 1974).
When Reagan took over the California governor's office from Edmund
G. Brown, Sr., the former faced several tough challenges. First, Brown
left a 195 million dollar budget deficit to his successor. Second, the state's
schools were plagued by demonstrations, some peaceful, some
otherwise. In addition, the welfare ranks in the state were increasing at
tremendous rates. . ....
Reagan's solution to the deficit problem was, in keeping with his
rhetoric, simplistic: he balanced the state's budget. But in doing so taxes
under the Reagan administration --
-
on-sale-
s, income and business jumped
the governor said it was necessary in order to prevent more deficits due
to the previous governor's spending tactics. At the same time, though,
property taxes decreased. And though government spending in
California doubled under Reagan, the bureaucracy grew very little.
Another pain absorbed by Reagan was an increasingly violent student
body on the state's campuses. Reagan, distrubed by this situation, saw to
it that some college presidents, who were unable to handle the mounting
campus violence, were replaced. Moreover, during the late 60s Reagan
slashed funding to the state schools by 27, an action reversed toward
the end of his second term.
Probably the greatest accomplishment of Reagan's term as governor
(one which, according to Congressional Quarterly, was recognized
"universally") was his welfare reform package. In California, the welfare
, lists had increased by leaps and bounds through the 1960's. Reagan,
therefore, sliced those ranks (eliminating the "manipulators" of the
conf. on p. 4
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Peace Corps
The Peace Corps has
announced increased oppor
tunities for Americans with
backgrounds in math, biology or
French and who' wish to use their
skills in the developing world.
Peace Corps Director Richard
F. Celeste said, "an unexpected
increase in demand for teachers
by Third World countries has
resulted in a need for volunteers to
begin training in June instead of
later m the year.
Biologists are needed to teach
science in Ghana and Belize and to
serve in fisheries programs in
Niger, Jamaica and the
Philippines, Celeste added, while
math teachers are needed in
Ghana, Togo, Cameroon, Liberia,
Tonga, The Gambia and
Botswana.
College graduates who have
taken French at either the college
or high school level are needed to
teach - English or serve in
agriculture, health and construc-
tion programs in a number of
French-speakin- g African
countries.
College graduates with a major
or minor in the needed subject
areas should have their
applications submitted no later
than May 1 in order to begin
training in June.
. .
After training. Peace Corps
volunteers serve two years
assisting Deoole in Third World
Cooler Summer Forecasted With
Lifting of Federal Energy Regulations
Recruitment on American Campuses
Not Affected by Political Upheaval
Washington, D.C. (CPS) - The
political upheaval surrounding
Iranian and other Middle Eastern
students on American campuses
probably won't dissuade colleges
from signing up more foreign
students in the years to come,
according to various international
student advisers.
Though schools may suffer
some "public relations problems"
by enrolling large numbers of
foreign students, William Bray of
the National Association of
Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA)
says they aren't great enough to
prevent those enrollments'
growth.
There are two problems the
university faces with foreign
students on campus," Bray says.
The first is mechanical. Foreign
nix J&
--!HT Sii --rn"! fiXrt- -
Offers New
countries to improve the quality ol
life and develop self sufficiency in
basic human needs. Peace Corps
volunteers bring to their work a
special kind of commitment. They
must be able to adapt to a new
environment, must be flexible and
must be able to organize their
work independently- - in the
communities they serve. An
applicant must be a U.S. citizen
and at least 18 years old. There is
no upper age Emit.'
' An applicant must be medically
qualified and, ifmarried, serve with
his or her spouse.
Transportation is provided to
training sites and to and from the
overseas assignment as well as for
home leave in the event of a family
cdht. from p. 3 :
and cooling restrictions through
January 16, 198 L
carter ordered thermostat,
restrictions last year in an attempt
to force institutions to conserve
energy. The restrictions set an
upper Emit of 65 degrees for
heating during the cold months,
and of 78 degrees for cooling
during the warm months.
The restrictions were originally
scheduled to lapse on April 16.
Many colleges and universities
students need special programs
and facilities to help them. The
second is public . relations.
Americans don't easily accept
people who are different."
Yet economic need will help
blunt college concern about public
image. Some colleges, concerned
about the decline in the number of
native-bor- n potential students,
have already become dependent
ort the foreigners.
Bray predicts a few American
schools might even collapse if
President Carter succeeds in his
effort to cancel all Iranian visas and
force Iranians here to leave as
soon as their studies are
completed.
Foreigners currently make up
between four and seven percent of
conf. on p. 9
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Opportunities
emergency. While in training and
during service, the volunteer
receives a monthly allowance for
rent; food, travel and is provided
afl medical care. A readjustment
allowance of $125 a month is set
aside, payable on completion of
service.
The Peace Corps is ' an
independent agency within
ACTION, the federal agency for
volunteer service.
.. ...
For more information, write
Peace CorpsACTION, Washing-
ton, DC, 20525, or contact the
nearest Peace Corps regional or
area office. Information may also
be obtained by calling toll-fre- e:
800-424-858- 0. In Alaska and
Hawaii call toll-fre- e 800-424-970- 4.
had difficulty meeting the
restrictions in all campus
buildings. Some students
protested when plant managers
did meet the restrictions:
Washington University in St.
Louis, for example, protested that
.
the 65 degree limit was unfair to
and unhealthy for the models who
posed nude in the university art
The Dept. of Energy eventually
rejected the university's request
for an exemption to the
thermostat restrictions.
Energy officials also announced
that they will propose the limits
become a permanent' feature of
the nation's energy plan. They win
send the bill to Capitol Hill in "a
few weeks."
World of Poetry
Contest Offered
A $1000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Sixth Annual
Poetry Competition sponsored by
the World of Poetry, a quarterly "
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 49 other
cash or merchandise awards.
Rules and official entry forms
are available from World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton, Dept. N,
Sacramento, California 95817.
I
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system) while increasing benefits for the remaining recipients bv 40.Reagan retired from active politics in 1974, turning over his California
executive position to Gov. Brown's son, Edmund, Jr. (a.k.a. Jerry)- - Not
for long. Keagan returned to the Gghts and cameras of the political stage
to challenge President Gerald R. Ford in the Bicentennial Republican
contest Reagan ran a close second to the President, but Ford got the
majority of the G O P. nominating delegates. After his 1976 loss, Reagan
returned to nresviontiaJ rsmAiAxto ctat. is l Mn tw u: :- viuy WMl ft VWIIIWI, UU9 UIIN5
as the "front runner." '
Reagan's big campaign issue is inflation. He says "inflation comes from
the government spending more than the government takes in. It will go
away when the government stops doing that." Therefore, balance thebudget and do a Kemp-Rot- h (i.e. cut taxes across the board). TBy
reducing federal tax rates...especially personal income tax rates, we can
restore incentives, invite greater growth and at the same time helrj aive
us ucuei sjuwmmeni insieaa oi Digger government, Keagan says. .
On domestic issues other than inflation Reagan believes in reducing
leoerai government, ne advocates a planned, orderly transfer of
government functions such as welfare, education
,
and community
development to the state and local levels of government: The former
v-amo-
rraa governor, unlike his sole Republican contender, opposes theEqual Rights Amendment. He also stands firm against abortion and calls
. frv nvars ttrinnanf vlinna hnrl la :n. . 1 ...I r--
arms in commiting crimes. Reagan, as supporters claim his California
record indicates, is a strong supporter of environmental protection, butdoes oppose the Environmental Protection Agency's "hasty decisions."
wren increasing energy costs and the prospects of spot shortages of
fuel, energy, as with other candidates, is a big plank in Reagan's platform.
Reagan believes deregulation of energy enterprises is the only way to
create incentive to search for new forms of energy. Reagan claims
government has no business allocating fuel or imposing "unnecessary
restrictions" on the marketplace. Reagan is pro-nuk- e but believes that
nuclear power production must fall under the auspices of "strict safety
rules." -
With regard to his stances on issues of foreign policy, Reagan does not
have the resource bank which, for example, former CIA director Bush
has. Reagan wants America respected in the world. He opposes the
Panama Canal Treaties as well as Carter's Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty (SALT). Reagan says there is a need for a strategic arms treaty
which "fairly and genuinely reduces" nuclear weapons. He sees SALT 0
as not attaining that goal. Reagan has also made himself an opponent of
Republican candidate believes would create an atmosphere whereby
diplomatic bargaining (Afghanistan
wv. nurjuii inxiuiy iuii miu uuumiues, rasoum nwnn pgnt
a voracious reader, is often times found preaching unverified information
to his audiences. His aides at the Reaaan headm lartore m Cfnm h
been concerned about his using alleged information in his index-car- d
speeches. (Reagan writes, or puts together, all his own speeches and
usually acquires statistical information for his
. speeches from
newspapers and magazines.)
Nevertheless, Reagan has had little trouble in augmenting his base of
SUDOOrt. and his VlCtorv niarain over tK onk nfhor RomMu'in
candidate, George Bush. A recent
that 53 of the voters interviewed in
.
.Wm " i t ijuic uiuuuiea a riGMUKiii sikjuki
appearing in the Daily Record, "It is apparent that many voters of all
parties feeL(Reagan) is in the mainstream of public sentiment."
Though it appears at this time that Reagan has the Republican
nomination wrapped up - at press time, Reagan was only slightly below
the required number of delegates needed to go to the Detroit convention
there is still a bio battle ahead, heomnma I fvw ni U Roananguard against his mistakes and put up
ena ras rwo-gam- e losing srreaK.
u o..jj.
Through Catalogue
conf. from p. 1
dinner in Babcock attended by
thirty students. An opulent menu
of traditional Jewish foods was
served in celebration of the
Sabbath v in the - home service
custom. For those students un-
familiar with the traditional --dinner
customs. Jewish rituals were, ex-
plained by other students. After the
dinner, traditional Jewish songs
were sung, conducted by Pat
Stevens, a graduate student study
ing at Hebrew Union In Cincinnati,
and her fiancee. A similar dinner
was held for Dr. Raitt's Judaism
class. JSA has been instrumental in
educating many religious classes at
Wooster about the Jewish religion.
Stevens feels the Association
has received "very good support"
from the Dean of Students and the
Student 'Government Association.
JSA was recently allocated $100
from SGA for a Jewish Resources
Library at the College., Forthcom
for Cuba) might take place.
Louis-Harris-AB- C News poll shows
a
i
nationwide
m 1 1
poll
.
believe
. .
Reagan
...
has
raue. nams wmr0 m an Jtrrv-I-A
a hard fight this autumn, he might
. ,
iri:U4- M rnnr
Changes, Dinners
ing plans tor JbA - include a
once-a-quart- er Sabbath dinner
open to all students free of charge.
The 'Association also hopes to
secure films dealing with Jewish
people to be. shown on campus
next fall.' ..
. The Association is currently
composed of about fifteen stu-- .
dents, equally representing Jewish
and non-Jewis- h students. JSA
stresses that its membershio is
Lopen to anyone with a desire to
learn about Judaism and the
Jewish culture. Stevens noted that
the group is mainly upperclassmen
and attributes this to an awareness
that many Jewish students do not
discover their Jewish heritage until
in college. Persons interested In
joining JSA or inquiring into the
Association are urged to contact
Stevens. Rocky Parsons, (presi-
dent). Bob Cohn (vice Dresident).
Jim Lewis (secretary) or Steve
Lasner (treasurer) for more
information.
Students Voice Opinions pn Homosexuality at Wooster
Discission Facilitates Decision to Form a Support Group
' cont. from p. I
. i f ? :
bottled up inside of me" ; ' :
Perhans the most emotional
scene in the film was that of a
, middle-age- d man recounting what
it was like for him to experience
gay life during the 50s in San
.
Francisco. 'The man spoke of a
continual nightmare of squad cars
parked in front of gay bars, the
- officers either intimidating gays by
taking down their names as they
left the bar. or deliberately going
inside the bar and harassing them
"It was the only place where we
(gay men) could be unified... we
, used to group together and say.
'God Save Us Nellie Queens. I
know it sounds silly, but just to be
there at that time, to be able to put
your -- arms around other : gay
men he broke off, sobbing." .
' After the film, Rosenbluth read
aloud some- - of the comments
written by various Individuals in the
group. Although initially a tew
heads turned to see if they could
detect who had written what by
examining facial expressions, at- -
. '- t li s Itempts to son out wno was ana
.
'L M Mwno was not, were sogn auan- -
doned. Some of . the ' responses
from students - regarding their
feefings on homosexuality were:
"What does accepting homosex
ruality do to my own concept of
morality?" "If the world suddenly
became predominantly homo
sexual, heterosexuals would know
what it's like to be perceived a
' minority.', '! have grown up in a
famitu where sexuality was not
discussed. I hope I'm not as
narrow-minde- d as my parents." !
feel it is abnormal for one to be
oneniea rowaras one s own. sex-- ..
"Love has no rules or bounds, ft is
its own guide."
The diversity of the comments
was reinforced in a group discus-
sion following the written com-
ments. Perhaps most encouraging
about the discussion was that no
one felt the need to differentiate
gay students from straight students
in order to discuss homosexuality.
The group conversed synthetically;
a multiplicity of attitudes and ideas
expressed in. order to deal intelli-
gently with homosexuality regard-
less of one's own sexual
preference. . . --,
One student asked if homos-
exuaTity is biologically determined.
Rosenbluth replied that there is no
substantial genetic evidence to
prove the "cause' of homosex-
uality. The area has been poorly
examined by the medical pro-
fession because of the issue's
controversy., and until enough
scientists band together to provide
society with this much-neede- d
infnmuttkwi-
- hamoaexuahtu uiH
continue to be, biologically tnco--
Gay Support Group Formed
Dear Editor: . .;.
We the undersigned have
committed ourselves to the
organization and development of a
gay support group because we see
a need for a group with the goals of
education and support of
homosexuality. Anyone interested
in this1 group, which is open to
every member of the community,
should feel free to contact any of
the undersigned. . --
Doug Ckwett
EDen Christenson
Betsy Crane
Loreen Kaiser
Paul De Marco
Joey Pavlovitch
Jane DonneH
herent to the scientific community.
Scientists have, however, deter- -
' mined that sexual preference Is
known by age three or four.
'
- a t i
nomosexuais in careers were
; addressed by the group. One
student stated she felt gays are
more openly visible in the arts as
opposed to other fields because
they can find acceptance in such
creative mediums." "The arts pro-
vide an atmosphere of expression
about one's self, a more accepting
environment,' another student
commented. .
The need to supply the campus
wit' i more recent, intelligent read-- .
ing material concerning homo-
sexuals received deserved atten-
tion. Group members spoke
,
of
contributing their own resources in
order to form a gay resource library
at the College since material on
campus relating to the subject is
scant Rosenbluth stated that last
year he wrote two papers on
homosexuality and both times was
forced to go to another library to
-
find adequate resource material-Homosexuali- ty
and sections at
Wooster was briefly examined.
One student said that he felt much
antagonism directed toward gays
came .from fraternities, and that
more section members are needed
in attendance at. discussions on
homosexuality in order to "en-tighte- n
them on the subject."
Another student commented that it
would be even more difficult for a
gay section member to "come out
of the closet', for risk of being
socially ostracized .by his
"brothers:"
.
.
The purpose of a gay support
group at the College was. explored
by the group and a number of
goals were stated: to allow a gay
person to accept himherself, to
facilitate intellectual discussions
regarding homosexuality, to pro-
vide a sense of unity rather than
scattered support from individuals
and to present a diversified group
of students representing unique
viewpoints on homosexuality.
How will my friends and other
students treat me when they find
out I am supporting gays? was a
recurrent questionfear voiced by
numerous - students. Rosenbluth
stated that one must be comfort-
able with one's own sexuality in
order to participate in any kind of
discussion relating to sexuality.
"We must be true to ourselves,
supporting an issue we believe
needs to be recognized and
discussed intelligently. We cannot
allow peer pressure' to interfere
with our beliefs, although we also
need to. respect different opinions
from other people. We have to
realize we off risk being ostracized
Joe StuEgross
Ba Behner v'
Kevin B. Grubb
Lee Merrill
Malcolm Porter
Ted Sale
Leslie Schwartz
Janis BirchfteW
Karl E. Wiflers
John C. Rosenbluth
Jim Luce
Bessie Coding
Lee Torch
Brad Culbert
Blake Gentry
Jerry Thompson
Carol Winant
Dennis Stevens
Bonnie Stevens
by some people because we are
supporting such' a controversial
issue." Strength in numbers was
continually reinforced throughout
the discussion. Many people felt a
diverse group of supporters would
remove the . stigma from "gay
caucus," as being defined as a
group of only one kind of people,
"If the campus is made to realize
that homosexuality at Wooster is
supported " by every kind of
student.' maybe we can alleviate
homophobia as a "taboo' topic."
another student concluded.
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Edgewise: Fear Among the Fig Leaves
by Lee Merrill
It all began with some fig leaves.
One for Adam, three for Eve. (The
beginning of sexual inequality,
perhaps, as well.) Just a couple of
fig leaves to hide the...issue. Their
nakedness, that is. Tune passed..
(It had a tendency to do that, even
then.) Some needles and thread, a
few patterns from Singer, and fig
leaves' went out tike bell-botto- m
jeans. Now it was no longer man's
body that was vulnerable but his'
ideas.
There they were. Man's ideas,
bared to the world. He felt a little
naked. A little alone. A little-fooli- sh.
So he fashioned clothes to
conceal his ideas: The word "we."
Lack of commitment--! gotta find
myself.'' The Committee. More
Committees. Silence.
--
.
I attended the rap session on
homosexuality Tuesday night, and
it's not just Spring that's bringing
out the leaves. The meeting was
filled with people who were afraid
to voice their ideas. Afraid to ask
too many questions, to appear too
interested. Afraid of what people
would think. There were lots of fig
leaves at that meeting. Lots of fig
leaves and lots of fear.
God said, "Let there be light"--an- d
when light came, 1
He waved His magic wand and
cast a spell.
Creating Man, a world, a miracle
Which more the mark of Sacred
Love's warm flame.
No 'two, of Cod's small creatures
were the same.
No bird that flew, nor bud that
bloomed, nor shell
That slept beneath the sand was
parallel
To each a single soul, a separate
name.
And Man said, "Buildings risers
and wheh they grew.
Confused, off stared in perfect
mimicry.
Like rows of mirrors on opposing
watts.
"Do not be Offerentr Man had
cried "Do not be youT
Just lose your individuality
In mankind's patterned world of
molded maOs.
Independent. Free. That's what
we like to call ourselves. We pride
ourselves on our all-Americ- an
freedoms. Plot our wars against
communist powers that threaten
to take them away. And then we
cash in our freedoms like lottery
tickets for best-selle- r lists that
dictate what books to read, for
Nielsen ratings that tell us which
channel to watch, for magazines
that decide what clothes we look
best in. We pull our opinions off
racks of "society's . most
fashionable, up-to-da- te ideas. We
call ourselves free. We are afraid
to speak. v
Jennie Oakley's spiral w based on mathematical and natural
phenomena: the Fibonacci sequence and a logarithmic spiral
A few ions after Adam donned
his fig leaf, a New England lecturer
named Ralph Waldo Emerson
wrote an essay called "Self-Reliance- .''
In it, he stressed the
importance of asserting one's
individuality, even amid society's
'pressure to conform: "There is
time in every man's education
when he arrives at the conviction
that envy is ignorance; that
imitation is suicide; that he must
take himself for better or worse as
his portion." Emerson would have
voiced some rather nineteenth- -
Aspects of Art Explored
by Missy Betcher '
What is art? This was the first
question put to Thalia Gouma-Peters-on,
professor of art history
at The College of Wooster, at
Monday's SGA meeting. Gouma-Peters-on
was invited to the SGA
meeting to discuss the art on
campus and people's abuse of it.
In response to-- the opening
question, Gouma-Peterso- n
answered, "I really have no
definition." She feels that all
attempts to define art come out
unsatisfactorily because there is
always at least one exception. But,
"art has to do with human life and
human experience," she said. As
our feelings and experiences
change, so does our conception of
art.
As an example of this, Gouma- -
Gays Deprived
Of Student Group
WASHINGTON, DC. (CPS)-T- wo
gay student groups at
Georgetown University have sued
the administration because it re-
fused to grant them student
organization charters. Denial of the
charters makes the groups in-
eligible for student fee money,
campus office space, and
telephones.
The two groups, the Gay Rights
Coalition of the Georgetown Law
Center and Gay People of George-
town, charge that the charter
denial violates a District of Colum-
bia law forbidding discrimination
on .the basis of "sexual
orientation."
Dean of Student Affairs William
Stott. in denying the charters,
doubted in a letter to the groups
that "an endorsement...is appro-
priate for a Catholic university." He
hastily added the decision "is not a
reflection on or a judgement of the
choices of (the groups') individual
members."
But the decision, according to
Ronald Hogan, the groups' lawyer,
"sends a message that gays and
lesbians are second class citizens,
and should sit in the back of the
bus."
11
centurv-is- h ideas' on homo
sexuality at Tuesday's meeting.
But he would have fought for. the
freedom of others to disagree with
him, if to disagree with him was to
be true to their own thought.
Fear. It all began with some fig
leaves. But the signatures of
students at Tuesday's meeting
committing themselves to form a
Gay Support Group are'
signatures of a new Declaration of
Independence that will dispel the
Garden of Eden shame that stalks
any human being who dares to be
different.
.
Peterson discussed the tree wraps
of Bonnie Woods. The professor
admitted that she too had some
hesitation when discussing their
aesthetic qualities, and some of
her colleagues had questioned
whether this was realty art. The
wraps, however, were only
supposed to be up for three days
due to the bad weather and their
prolonged existence marred their
original intent. The purpose of the
wraps was to make the campus
look like a treasure map, and the
treasure was a tree, therefore, the
X's on the canvases. The canvas
and the tree were to become
integrated. After the wraps were
removed the intended effect is to
have people pay attention to the
beauty of the specific tree.
According to Gouma-Peterson- ,
Bonnie Woods feels art is
alienated from the people and her
purpose is to remove art from the
museum and make it a part of the
everyday experience.
Gouma-Peterso- n then fielded
the question as to why this can be
termed "creative." it stimulates an
attitude of "I can do that, too," she
explained. Gouma-Peterso- n
noted that an artist is using
rhythm, form and color to express
their feelings. The mind behind
the brush must be there," she
stated. Even if one was to
duplicate Bonnie Woods' wraps or
Jody Pinto's Serpentine Corridor,
one is still copying the idea. The
originality and feeling belong to
someone else." This accusation
has often been made on modern
art, especially on the works of
Jackson Poolock, Gouma-Peterso- n
said.
The rhythm, form and mystery
of Jody Pinto s Serpentine .
Corridor cannot be duplicated,
the professor said. Jody Pinto
alone knew the effects of light and
dark would be unique to each
person who walked through it.
And, when the wind blows
through, the straw rustles to
produce an eerie feeling. Ms.
Pinto's intent is to "take sculpture
off the pedestal" and make it.
something more than a
monument. Gouma-Peterso- n
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Relaxing in her Babcock office, Visiting Drusha! professor
Florence Howe explains the essential relationship between
women and education. Photo by Jay Heiser.
Orchestra Performance Held in McGaw
by Timothy Spence
The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of
Nancy Buckingham, will perform
tomorrow night. May 17, at 8:15
p.m. in McGaw ChapeL Tickets
for the general pubfic are $2.50,
Wooster students will be admitted
without charge.
" Tomorrow's program will
commence with Robert Schu-
mann's "The Rhenish." The
evening wiO also be highlighted by
Arthur Honegger's Pastorale
d'Ete"; Ottorino Respighi's
"Ancient Airs and Dances"; and
Dmitiri Shostakovich's "Piano
Concerto No. 2 jn F Major, Opus
101," with Wooster professor
Brian Dykstra soloing in the final
performance of the night.
Schumann sketched and
orchestrated "The Rhenish" in
November and December of 1850.
He first performed it in February of
the following year at the sixth
concert of Der Allgemeine at
Geisler Hall in Dusselforf.
"The thematic wealth of the
whole symphony combines with
the magnificence of its bigger
climaxes to thwart academic
quibbles, and it is the sincerity and
tunefulness which create the most
lingering impression," Bucking-
ham has written of Schumann's
symphony.
Typewriter
"Pastorale d'Ete," written by
Honegger in Switzerland in 1920,
recreates the author's impressions
of an early August morning in the
Swiss Alps. A motto of Rimbaud --
"I embraced the summer dawn" --
is said to have inspired this piece
for a chamber orchestra.-- .
Respighi used Renaissance and
Baroque songs and dances to
recreate, through modern musical
idiom, "Laura Loave". "Danza
Rustica", "Champanae Pari-- ,
sienses", and "Bergamasca."
Respighi, an early 20th century
scholar of musical antiquity, used
the 16th and 17th century works of
Fabrizio Caroso; Jean Baptste.
Besard, the French song "The
Bells of Paris," and a dance by
Bernado Gianoncelli to modernize
the four movements of "Ancient
Airs and Dances."
The final piece of the evening
Ignored Cartoonist Responsible for Doonesbury
and Repairs
IBM. - Facit - Most Brands
at
J.B. Service
2522 Cleveland Rd.
i-- We Cater to
Servingc Tuesday Thru
16. 1980
Tr
by Blake Gumprecht
FAIRWAY, KS (CPS- )- Few
people have ever heard of the man
who draws what may be the most
talked-abou- t comic strip in
America.
Don Carlton not Pulitzer Prize
winner Garry Trudeau draws
the famous Doonesbury strip,'
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and Sales
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264-890- 8
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Women and
Of Life's Work for Visiting
by Karen McCartney
Florence Howe moved into
hJgh-ceOinge- d, bare-walle- d office
in the basement of Babcock at the
beginning of this quarter. Now it is
hers, and the walls emphatically
state the major concern of her life
women. Women young and old, in
posters and in photographs, in
prints of masterpieces and in
faces, gaze at the visitor: timeless
women. had no view," Howe
explained, "so I had to create
one."
Florence Howe is at Wooster
thanks to a J. Garber Drushal
Visiting Professorship. The
invitation has- - stood since the
program began, but Howe's first
introduction to the campus came
wnen sne lectured here in
November of 1978 on "Myths of
Coeducation, using
. some of
Wooster's history and the status
of women here.
w3 be Shostakovich's "Piano
Concerto No. 2, Opus 101."
Written in 1957, this concerto was
dedicated to the author's son,
Maxim. The piece was first played
m public in Moscow by Maxim the
same year his father wrote the
concerto.
Dykstra, a weH-know- n soloist
and chamber music performer,
wiO be the accompanying soloist
for Shostakovich's piece
tomorrow evening. Dykstra has
played at several colleges and
universities in the United States.
He has also performed in cities
around -- the world, including The
Hague, London and Cairo. -
An associate professor of musk:
at the College, Dykstra recently
had published a book for young
pianists entitled, "From a Child's
Life."
which appears daily in more than
400 newspapers nationwide.
In fact, Trudeau hasn't done the
strip entirely himself since begin-
ning work on his master's degree at
Yale in 1971.
"Most people don't know any-
body else works on it but Garry
Trudeau," Carlton says. "You tell
people you're a cartoonist and that'
you do Doonesbury and they say,
Oh no, you're crazy. That's Garry
Trudeau.'
"I don't get much attention"
The ideas are entirely Trudeau's.
But he does only the preliminary
drawings and the dialogue in his
New York studio. Then he sends
the sketches to Carlton in suburban
Kansas Cry via express mail '
Carlton. 43. is responsible' for
putting the strips in publishabte
form. "' ' .
Education Form Focus
- Howe comes to us from the
State University of New York at
Old Westbury where she has
taught since " 1971,, but she is at
home on .campuses across the
country, in demand both as a
lecturer and consultant on
Women's Studies programs.' She
estimates that, she visits 20
campuses a year.
Howe's background is both
voluminous and impressive
liaised in an orthodox Jewish
family where women's roles were
highly restrictive, she later tried to
mask her heritage, fighting that as
well as her womanhood. She
worked hard and did well
.
in
school, learning that "there are
rewards for good women
students, but to get them they
must 'keep their place
Howe got her BA at Hunter
College and her M.A. at Smith,
she completed all but a
dissertation towards a Ph.D. at the
University of Wisconsin. Before
SUNY'she spent 11 years at
Goucher.. She feels that the real
turning point in her Fife, however,
came during a summer teaching in
a Mississippi Freedom School.
.The theme was liberation, to
liberate oneself-an- d no one else
can do it for you," Howe said in
regard to Mississippi She began to
approach her teaching differently,
and this evolution as a teacher
provided one focus of her life. The
women s . movement, however,
directs her life: "It gave my fife the
meaning it had not : theretofore
had," she said. :
. ; These two issues, women and
education, are ..intertwined, in
Howe's work. Like the pure white
and startling black combination of
her hair, they work together
towards a strong effect.
"Education prepares women well
for submission or stupidity," Howe
says, and this is something she is
working to change. Education can
' Trudeau's drawing talent has
long been suspect When the strip
first appeared in the Yale Daily
News in 1968, the drawings were ,
primitive. '.- -
His Doonesbury sketches still
rarely show detail except when a
new character or feature is intro-
duced. Otherwise, Trudeau simply
scribbles in stock features, such as
the White House. .
"Sometimes," Carlton says, "he
doesn't even bother to pencil in the
faces."- -
However, Carlton receives little
credit. His name doesn't appear on
the strip, and his salary is a fraction
of what . the author pulls in.
Trudeau is believed to be a
millionaire. .
r. While his boss mingles with
Manhattan's elite Trudeau has
dated Candice Bergen and is
--
-
- -I -
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mean strength and freedom for
women, and in turn can be edified
by a system of true equality and
coeducation. .' . ' : r v .
It is impossible to list completely
Howe's past work. She has been
published widely, three of her.
most weff known articles being
"Mississippi's Freedom Schools:
the Politics of Education", "Sexual
Stereotypes Start Early",: and
"Education for Women: Vocation,
Freedom, and Knowledge." She
has published five books by herself
or with others, and is presently
working on a book on the history
of education. - -
.
.
"
. . Howe is co-found- er and
president of the Feminist Press,
and edits the "Women's Study
Newsletter."" : Among member-
ship in other organizations, she
chaired the Modern Language.
Association's Commission on the
Status, of Women, was -- later
president of this association, and
was the first faculty member of the
'GLCA. "- r
About Wooster Howe said: "I
like it here, though I find it a little
too serious. Life is very rich and
full" She did mention that she did
not Eke the quarter system. "It
makes study too intense; I think
learning needs spaces." Howe
finds the students she has here are
as "alert" as at any other school, ".
yet feels that the students in her
class, from which she draws her .
impressions, are exceptional.
Most important for Howe is the
fact that Wooster, like schools all
over the world, is --a. mate
institution, administration, faculty.
and - students. Women ; are --
statistically irrelevant when it
comes to continuation into PhD.'
programs. "Women are outsiders
here, but at least they realize it
now." Howe feels that here and in
society in general there is a lack of
communication between the
sexes-whic- h means "both men
and women are oppressed." .
currently seeing Jane Pauley
Carlton has ' trouble convincing
strangers what he does for a living.
"I'm big on - the junior high ';
speaking circuit," he jokes. "I don't
impress my kids much, and most of
my friends don't even read
Doonesbury."
in the trade, Carlton is known as
an "inker." someone who goes
over the pencil sketches of another
artist in ink. His only mention in a
1976 Time magazine cover story
on Doonesbury arid Trudeau used
that description.
"That description ticks me off,"
he says, "I'm portrayed like some
guy who sits in some dark comer at
the syndicate who Trudeau hands
the strip to on the last step before ,
the engraver." - ' - ; l
Actually. Carlton provides much
of the detail. Often he even has to
sign Trudeau's name if die author
forgets, j . ; '
.
Each cartoon, he recalls, takes
about 90 minutes to complete. The
longer Sunday ' version, which
includes color, takes between three
and four 'hours. In the process,
Carlton is only occasionally
tempted to put a little of himself in
.
the strips. "Occasionally, I've in-
serted a friend's- - name on . the --
mailbox of the. White House, but
not very often. I'm a - finishing
artist." :.
.
V
' cont. on p. 8
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CAMPUS MOCK
JOHN ANDERSON
John Anderson. 58, has served
as a US Congressman for the state
of Illinois for the past twenty years.
He is the senior member of the
House Rliloc PnmmiWoo xnA hxc
been elected to ihe Republican
Mouse leadership six times. He is a
.I tjjiauuaie ui narvara low ocnooi.
Anderson is an advocate of the
equal Rights Amendment and has
voted to extend . its ratification
deadline. He has also been a
; strong advocate of Civil Rights
... legislation. - ne was the prime
sponsor of the Alaska National
. Interest Conservation Act to pre-
serve the' Alaska wilderness while
" allowing Alaska to c continue
economic development He be- -
neves m a srrona armed torce but is
opposed to the B--l bomber and
the 'mx missile, which he believes
would increase military costs with- -
, out increasing national security. He
is opposed to a peacetime draft.
As for energy. John Anderson
believes that the U.S. must reduce
. Ks dependence on foreign oil and
has called foe a fifty cent per gallon
tax . on all motor fuels. The
..revenues from this tax would be
used to reduce Social Security
taxes, increase Social Security
benefits, and provide tax credits for
businesses which . are unfairly
penalized. He also feels that the
TED KENNEDY
Hti Paul nMarcn and Bah Reid '
.. So you want to know Ted
know anyone else anymore? You
think a man is a liberal actor and he
rums out to be a reactionary
former actor. You think a man is
an ethical Southerner and he turns
out to be just a Southerner.
.- - U7a uim in i t" - Irntuf "XoA
Kennedy and his merits, apart from
all of the other candidates: He has
a working knowledge of "farm
parity." In his years hi the Senate,
voting for and hopes to do the
same with United Nations votes;
TxA am nit tws SfcKlj-f- t trrt KL-&- A All Jill Sf
the candles on his next birthday
cake because he will have just 48
candles and not 68; Kennedy wilt
never decontrol the price of-- oil.
allowing it to skyrocket He won't
ever have a chance to m fact no
one ever will; He knows by heart
the names of allied heads-of-stat- e.
especially that of the President of
France; His mother will never
propose "putting out a contract"
on - a foreign religious leader,
Ken-- L Ration will not be the staple
of the elderlv durina his administra- -
.. . r-- 11--. I i jtnon; rmauy. iw nu wy
-- brother he ever had. ' '
SAMPLE BALLOT
CO. W. Presidential Election 1980
Vote for one candidate on each line.
Reagan Carter- -.
Reagan Kennedy
Bush
-
. Carter
Bush .Kennedy
Reagan Carter
Anderson
Anderson
.Anderson
Anderson
P.
4.
15.
6. Reagan Carter
XI. Bush .Carter
The mock Presidential election
lunch and dinner hours m Ijowry ienter ana runreage nau. mi vva w.
L.kJmte -- rn mtntoti tn ifrtto m trtf
"
-- -piuuciM
1 1 t-Un- nco thir mostV uici a w ww.
eight different options listed on the
T to-da-y's election win be printed m
expansion of nuclear power must
be . halted until the dangers of
operation and the management of
waste can be reduced.
1 Anderson believes that inflation
can be fought by restraining the
national budget and by providing
incentives to increase productivity.
JIMMY CARTER
: by John Bean
.
;
In a world of complex social and
political issues, the demands of a
large variety of groups makes the
election of a president willing to
compromise all the more neces-- --
sary to weigh out complicated
alternatives and the experience to
choose our best possible future.
James Earl Carter has been our
president for four years of inherited
problems of inflation, energy crisis,
political upheavals, and has coped
with each in the most adequate
ways possible. His patience and
guidance have brought a new look
.
of peace to the Mid-Ea- st Re-ele- ct
the man for the 1980,'s Jimmy '
Carter. ..- -
GEORGE BUSH .'
George Bush, born in Connecti-
cut, graduate of Yale, age 55 is a
presidential candidate with a broad --
background. He has served as .
director of the CIA, Ambassador to
the UN. Chairman of the Repub-
lican National Committee, (Main-
taining cohesion and integrity
during the difficult days of Water-- "
gate) and Congressman from
Houston for two terms. "
Bush supports tough, consistent
foreign policy, saying. Tm fired of (
apologizing for the United States.",
and calls for a' strong military. His
fellow congressmen refer to him as
i man "who did his homework."
He admits that there are "a heD of
i lot of things that I don't know, but
at least I know that I don't know
them." Time Magazine describes
him as a man who is "conservative
on economic matters and libera on
civil liberties. He is not a flam-
boyant figure, but a firm intelligent
presidential candidate."
RONALD REAGAN
by David W.Johnson .
The election of a president in
1980 may well be the . most
important decision America will
make during the remainder of the -- .
20th Century. Our future as a
nation is at stake, and it is time we
take a long, hard look at why. For
the past forty years the American
populace has stood by and.
witnessed the federal government
under the edict of the Democrats,
mold a society that could never
have been envisioned by the
founding fathers. Through un-weil- dy
and excessive taxation.
Cornrnoner
Commoner .
. Corrtrnoner .
Commoner
will be held Tuesday, May A), during
election.
nrpfprrpfl candidate
.
from each of the
samplef ballot above. Results of
next rnaay 5 voice.
ELECTION PLATFORMS
a-- arr---
! tJ&6-
- ifo. --HrvL auL JL'jULj
Washington has been allowed to
amass the sort of power that tends
to diminish individual liberty, dis-
rupt the market economy,, and in
essence stifle the very inalienable
rights that it purports to secure.
Indeed it is time to initiate a
change. America must effectively
vote out of office those reckless
spenders and bleeding heart lib-
erals, who as a result of their lack of
foresight, are bankrupting this great
nation. It is time for a renewed
commitment to the very principles
and traditional values which have
distinguished America as a nation
that could provide more for more
people ithan any other civilization
fan the history of mankind. This Is
our heritage, be proud of it
It is in this context that I appeal
to all thinking Republicans, Demo-
crats, and Independents to support
Ronald Reagan for the presidency
in 1980. He offers the only hope
for the future generations of
America.
As Governor of the most
populous state in the union,
Reagan proved what better
government could do. Asserting
his leadership in California, which
faced bankruptcy when he took
office, Reagan turned the red ink to
black... leaving his successor with a
$500 million surplus, and .the
people of California with tax-cut- s
May 16.
amounting to $5.7 billion. To be
fair, the Governor did preside over
an increased budget but that was
due in large part to the ever-increasi- ng
demands of the state's
Democratic legislature. Ronald
Reagan demonstrated his leader-
ship capabilities in California as is
evidenced by the fact that he was
twice elected by huge majorities In
a heavily Democratic state.
. As President of the United
States, Reagan would propose a
--number of measures to restore
vigor hi' the American system
again. To combat a devastated
economy, he would Initiate an
across-the-boar- d comprehensive
30 tax cut. This would not only
provide for a new incentive to
productivity, but would take up the
present labor slack and increase
VINCENT DOWUNG
artistic director of Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival
will preview his new one-ma- n show
MY LADY LUCK
for College of Wooster Theatre audiences
THURS.. FRI., SAT.
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BARRY
COMMONER
by Melis$a Shaffer
The Citizens' party entered the
political arena in August. 1979.
This party places an emphasis on
important issues, for both the
Untted States and the World at- -
J large. Presently the Citizens Party
has chapters in more than 30
states, and hopes to build a
majoritarian party in the next 15
years.
The Citizens' party platform is an
interesting and an innovative one.
ir shows concern for our current
state of affairs and also looks Into
the future, and the resources
predicament. The party stands
very firmly in opposition to nuclear
power and emphasizes the Im-
portance of alternate energy
sources. The party also calls for a
reduction In the rate 'of military
spending, b is also concerned that
basic human rights and necessities
of life be guaranteed. For example,
suggested are stable - prices for
food, and housing. For lack of
space the platform has been briefly
summarized. This is a platform that
attempts to tackle what most other
platforms won't even talk about.
At the party's nominating con-
vention, April 11-1- 3, Dr. Barry
Commoner was chosen as his
party's presidential nominee.
Commoner has been an early
organizer of the party, and Is
supported by influential people
from many groups. Born in
Brooklyn in 1917, Commoner
went on to get his BS degree in
zoology from Columbia. He later
got his PhD in biology from
Harvard. He began teaching bi-
ology at St Louis, Washington
University in 1947.
Since 1965, he has been the
Director of the Center for the
Biology of Natural Systems. Com
moner has been in the forefront of
the environmental movement, and
has participated in anti-wa- r and
anti-nucle- ar efforts. Commoner's
background and his concern for
our environment's future make
him stand out in the sea of
candidates for 1980.
federal tax revenues. In terms of
foreign affairs, Reagan believes
that "America should stop worry
ing about whether nations like us.
and concentrate more on whether
they respect us". Though in favor
of increased military expenditures,
Reagan opposes the registration of
or the draft of any Americans In
peace time. He is opposed to gun
control, emphasizing instead,
stricter enforcement of the laws.
In essence, Ronald Reagan
stands for the traditional Repub
lican principles of philosophy... of
less government interference. .
ncreased reliance on free enter
prise, a decentralized government
and above all else, confidence in
the future of America. If you
believe in these ideals, I urge you
to support Ronald Reagan in '80.
- MAY 22, 23 & Z4
8:15 curtain
Tickets will go on sale Wednesday, May 14 ;
Regular $5.00 - Students $3.00
SPECIAL BONUS TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS $2.50
Don't miss this extra Wooster treat!
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Concentration Gamp Survivor Feels
by Robin Wilson
On December 8, 1941, 5,000
Jewish women -- and -- children
traveled from Belgrade
Yugoslavia across the river to
defunct fairgrounds at Zemfin
which had been converted to an
extermination camp- - by the
Gestapo.
Dan Pavlovitch, his mother and
two sisters are probably among
the few who were freed from the
camp in July of 1942 before the
rest were gassed. By claiming she
was non-Jewis- h and that her
children were therefore only ftalf
Jewish,' Pavlovitch s mother
convinced the Germans to free
them. The family traveled south to
Bulgaria and stayed under Swiss
protection until the Spring of 1943
when they took a train to Turkey.
There Pavlovitch, then 15 years
old, worked' as a broadcasting
translator.
Pavlovitch has lived in the
United States since 1948 and
. tcurrently a ousinessman in
Cleveland. Unlike many books
M and movies which portray Jewish
survivors as emotionally scarred
and bitter, Pavlovitch explains in
this Voice mterview how he leads a
normal Efe today, without the fear
and paranoia of waking up some
morning m a cramped x4ock with
120 near-starvin- g Jews.
mm .
- woosier voice: in your
lecture here, you sad you are not
bitter over how Germans treated
Jews in the camps and you
claimed that you can understand
at least intellectually, if not
emotionally, why they attempted
to eliminate all Jews. But you also
said that if you saw the
Commandant on the street you
would km him. How do you
explain this contradiction?
Pavlovitch: don't Eke to make
generalizations about people --
about anything. How can one say
he detests an entire group of
people when each individual is
unique?
As rotten as some of the
Germans were at the camp, there
were some elderly guards who
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would sneak food in to the
children. They knew, had . they
been caught, that they wouldn't
have been punished or
reprimanded They would hove
been killed - sent to the Russian
front.
When we moved to Turkey, I
noticed everyone had a very
nationalistic attitude. They would
always ask me, "What do you
think of the Germans, the Greeks
or the Romanians?" Well, I would
try to rationalize and 1 would end
up thinking in terms of the
individual. 'Yes, I do tike him and
well no, I don 't get along with him, '
but not because he's Turkish or
Greek or Romanian or short or
tall for that matter. Everyone is
different. We must deal with
people on an individual basis.
After all, no one chooses one's
own heritage That is why Icannot
Pavlovitch Relates WWII
cont. from p. I
made of flour browned with lard
and mixed with water. For lunch
and dinner, the prisoners were
given cabbage soup, some salt,
and a piece of commeal-2- 00
"grams per person.
Food being so scarcely
administered, the prisoners often
tried to barter their belongings in
exchange for food, Pavlovitch
explained.
.
"
One day, returning from an
outside labor detail (which for him
involved splitting wood .and
transporting it across the frozen
river), he tried to barter a ring his
mother had given him and a
fountain pen. , , ...
"I am and have been basically
what can be termed a lone wolf
personality," the speaker said.
This quality was what saved his
life. That same day, the residents
of the camp were called outside.
Five children his own age stood
among the SS guards. All the
children had done what Pavlovitch
had done-attemp-ted to trade their
personal belongings. But one
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say I hate aS Germans. But I can
single out those who did
something to me and caused myjamuy grief. The (Commandant is
one of those. .; .
Wooster-Voic-e: Because of
your experience in the camp, can
you identify with Vietnam
Veterans, who experienced a
disastrous situation which they
could not escape and are now
back in society trying to lead
normal Sves? '' " .
Pavlovhch: More survivors of
the camps than not are crushed
and still live in fear. They aren't
able to lead normal lives. But I
haven t had that trouble. It may
have been the way we were
raised My mother was a very
strong person. It 'may have been
hick. I am very fortunate to have
escaped the paranoia.
Ironically, many American
child, feeling his
. trade had not
been fair, had complained to
guard. The guards had
.
the
children dig a grave, Pavlovitch
said, and then, "in front of 5,000
people, they were literally
machine-gunne- d mto it.
some ot the guards . were
humanitarian, Pavlovitch said.
Two of them habitually attempted
to sneak food in for the children of
the camp. One gave his sister, who
was about two and who had
survived because her mother had
never weaned her, an egg--
something no one m the camp had
seen m nearly half a year. The
family had to cook it in ashes so no
one would see them, and gave it to
the child hard-boile- d. . .,
In an attempt to save herself and
her children, Pavlovitch's mother
went to the camp commandant
and told him she was non-Jewis- h.
Because the children would then
be only half-Jewis- h, the speaker
explained, there was a possibility
that they might be freed She was
asked for her papers. She
explained that she had none with
her but that she would write to her
friends and . request thev be
forwarded.' Her friends caught on
to the wording of her letter,
produced official-lookin- g papers,
and sent them to the camp.
It was June of 1942. The guards
had begun to exterminate. One
hundred people would be loaded
into a van at a time, driven away
from the camp, and gassed. Then-bodie- s
were dropped into a mass
grave, Pavlovitch said, which has
never been found.
In ten days, Pavlovhch, his
mother, and his two sisters were
released on their false papers. Of
the original 5,000 prisoners in the
camp, they were the only ones left.
All the others , had been
exterminated. -
The famOy was sent to Bulgaria,
where they fived until March of
1943. From there they traveled to
Turkey with Swiss protection
passes. At the Bulgarian-Turkis- h
border, the family's every
belonging was searched and they
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No - Bitterness, Paranoia
Jews of my generation have been
affected as deeply as those Jews
who were in the camps. They feel
guilty because they weren t there
to do their part. Your generation
has a much healthier attitude and
thinks more . reasonably about
what happened. The older
generation of American Jews' is
always playing the '4game. "What
if I had been there," they wonder. I
try not to play the ifgame to keep
things tn perspective and retain
my sanity.
.
Wooster Voice:. When
compared to the mild attitude you
take of Jews' oppression, lots of
books and movtes seem to blow
the situation out of proportion.
What is the difference between
representation and reality?
. Pavlovitch: . Usually film
makers and writers over- -
dramatize the disastrous effects of
Experiences
were ordered not to leave until the
authorities returned. The train to
Turkey arrived, and when it was 60
or 70 feet - away, the mother
gathered up her children and
boarded it. For. Pavlovitch, the
time between boarding the train
and waiting for it to leave was one
of the most frightening
experiences of his life.
The family came to the United
States in 1948, where Pavlovitch
found for the first time since
childhood peace . of mind- -
"knowing that I could come home
and my family would be there.
After his talk, Pavlovitch. was
asked by a student if he felt angry
about his experience. :
The speaker replied that he did
not. "No, I am not bitter because
first of all I feel myself lucky to have
survived... and led a happy life.'
in regard to the Nazi war
criminals, Pavlovitch said that he
cannot accept their excuse that
they were just "following orders.
Somewhere, he said, "a human
being has to decide for himself or
herself and take a stand."
The people in the camps would
do things of which they would
never have thought themselves
capable, Pavlovitch " said. "We
don't know what we will do until
we are faced with a certain
situation."
.
"If my family was starving and I
could not barter or buy the food, I
would probably kill for it,
Pavlovitch said. "If I ever came
across the Commandant. ..even
on the peaceful streets of
Wooster...! would probably kill
him...and I am a peaceful person."
The lecture was sponsored by
the Wagner HaD programming
board.
Studio Art Courses
Offered in Summer
Earn up to 3 Credit Hours in 4
Weeks of intensive Studio
Courses at the Kansas Citv Art
Institute's new Summer Program
for 198a Studio access from 8:00
a.m. to 10:00 "D-m- .
Courses are offered in painting,
drawing, printrnaking, sculpture.
photography, ceramics, fiber, and
design.
For a complete Est of course
offerings, descriptions, and
registration information, contact:
KCAI Records Office, 4415
Warwick Boulevard, Kansas City,
Missouri 64111, Phone: (816) 561--
4852, Ext. 89.
a situation in order to get the point
across. They think the overage
. person is too dumb and feel they
must hammer the point, home
. even harder. It is like a movie
which goes overboard to prove a
point because the filmmaker is
. afraid no on in the audience will
catch on. This is what almost
glamorizes the Jews' situation.
- Wooster Voice: ' Were the
Jews vulnerable to oppression? :
Pavlovitch: Yes. this is
something that happened to the
Jewish people. Many Jews moved
from one ghetto to the next. They
had no access to weaponry and
most of them thought of their
situation in terms of "Whatever
God wants to happen will
happen." -- :.
The time was also riaht fnr tho
Germans. :" Hitler needed q
scapegoat. The economic
situation in Germany , was
phenomenal and the Germans
needed a common cause. As for
the Jews, there was no one to take
their side..And once they were in '
a! -ine tamps mere was never ami
- feelina of unitu amnna thorn Dm
could be expected to do anything
against anyone, just for bask
Wooster Voice: CouU
something Hke that happen again? :.
Pavlovitch: Yes. it probabh
could. Since prehistoric times, !
one. group has been known to
oppress another just because no -
One IUM Ktrmrlinn --u mr Kin.
saying. "Ifyou do that you 'regoing
to be in trouble." There will always
be people who. have' to Drove -
themselves, by doing demeaning
things to someone efee.-,.-" ..
Unknown Artist
Deserves Credit
'
-
.
con, from p. 6
He became one through a
circuitous route Carlton, who has
a degree in commercial art from
Texas Christian University, was
working as circulation manager for
three Kansas City-base- d trade .
magazines when he was first -
approached about hooking up with
Trudeau. .''
A friend of his who own
Universal Press Syndicate, which
publishes Doonesbury, asked him
whether he d be interested in
helping out -
I told Jim (Andrews) thanks.
hiit
Just didn't think it would work out
financially. 1 never thought the strtp
would make M. It was crudely
drawn, crudely lettered, and I
didn't think the subject matter was
that good.
"Plus I had an image of Garni.
He was a Yafle. He was a
blueblood his great-grandfather- 's
in the history books. And I
figured he was awfully brash, not .
exactly the kind of guy a mid-Arneric- an
family man like me
would want as an associate."
But Carlton finally agreed to
meet Trudeau on Labor Day.
1971. Trudeau was passing :
through the area on his way back
east after a vacation in Colorado.
He had stopped in. nearby Ton- - "
gonoxie to see his girlfriend."
I think Garry had the impres
sion that I had already said yes."
Carlton says. "He thought the
meeting was lust to iron out the
technicalities, b turned out that he
was nothing like I'd thought he'd
be. Within 15 minutes we shook
hands. I had committed myself."
Current Art On
Campus Explored
" cont from p. 5 ;
noted that many people, especially
children, enjoy the sculpture.
Children, Gouma-Peterso- n feels,
are often more open-minde- d and
thus, more perceptive about art.
They are receptive to new ideas.
Asked whether or not she felt
the campus was becoming an
"obstacle -- course," Gouma-Peterso- n
merely laughed. The art
around campus is designed to
liven up the campus and add focal
points, she explained. The spiral
will probably, come down
eventually: " The Corridor will
hopefully remain intact for at least
a year, so that it can be enjoyed
with autumn leaves on it, and snow
surrounding it. Thus, it would
become merged with the ground.
At this point, though, there are no
plans for any further sculptures.
Asked to comment on the Voice
editorial of. May 2, Gouma-Peterso-n
said her main criticism
was that the individual talked to
her, yet had not spent much time'
looking at the Corridor. Gouma-Peterso-n
feels that one cannot
criticize a piece of art without "first
giving themself to it." One has to
spend time with a piece, listen to it,
and feel it, she said. If, at this point,
one does not like the artwork, then
it is all right, for they have tried to
understand it. Gouma-Peterso- n
readily admits that art is not
r l talways successful, ana people ao
have varying tastes.
.
Gouma-Peterson'- s main
concern is over ; the recent
vandalism of the artworks. Two--
...
.L- - J .1 Ili 111 IOO vi u wmpa wwc iiipv,
down and last Thursday night,
part of the Corridor was
dismantled. It has since been
rebuilt by Rebecca Seeman's art
class. "Why do people want to
attack a helpless,' modest
sculpture?" Gouma-Peterso- n
asked. And, she notes, it is not
only the modern sculpture that is
destroyed. She pointed out that
not . even the traditional can
survive, observing Lincoln's
notable absence from his pedestal
Gouma-Peterso- n' suggested
putting up a plaque by the pedestal
near tne fountain, it wouia oe a
tombstone to a gone piece of art."
In . her concluding remarks
Gouma-Peterso- n said that "art is
like a human, because a human
being created it and spent a lot of
time with it." She notes that it is
unfair to take out ones frustrations
on artwork when instead, by
enjoying it, it may soothe the mind.
The . reception Gouma-Peterso-n
received from the SG A seemed to
indicate a desire on the part of the
members to be open-minde- d in
evaluating the art forms on
campus. -
Packer Plans Presented
by Karen McCartney
..-
- We are celebrating cannibalism
with animalism this year on Alferd
E. Packer Day. Today's festivities
will be topped with a toga party
and a showing of "Animal House."
The theme also shows in contests
such as can crushing, jello eating,
.4 Ink. Rolnchi Irw-dr-silil- c0 .Ol IU OVI aww. w..
For those whose tastes are
slightly more genteel (but still on
the wild side),- - entertainment
begins at 11:30 with Tommy and
Joel and continues all afternoon
interspersed with comedy- - and
music. The band Buckshot is
NT1'
Junior Patty Hollander strolls by colorful plumes of pink provided
by the springtime foliage of crabapple trees in front of Stevenson.
Photo by Jay Heiser.
ISC Votes to Reinstate Phi Delta
byDkmna Trover ,
Phi Delta Sigma, the infamous
sunbathers of "Delt-ona- " beach
behind Wagner have formally
rejoined the Greek community on
I campus. Cm bunday evening six
members of Fifth Section
requested that Inter-Sectio- n
Council reinstate their charter.
After hearing their case,- - the
executive committee of ISC voted.
The decision was almost
unanimous to reinstate the
charter, as five section presidents
voted 'yea' and only one
abstained," said new ISC
President Peter Sundman, who
refused to name the abstaining
section.
; "Well be participating in Greek
Week," said new Fifth Section
President John Ferenchik, "and
well plan normal section activities
like parties, dances, and having a
pledge class." Social Vice-Preside- nt
Joe Neroni, Secretary
Bruce Barrett, Treasurer Chris
Romano and Athletic Director
Vmce Cellini will lead the section
'
next year. Although the Delts
were refused section housing for
next year, some will continue living
in Wagner- - and will apply for
housing in the 81-8- 2 school year.
The new Deft charter was
revised slightly to - meet ISC
standards, according to Sundman.
A phrase was added stating the
Delts would be willing to
cooperate with the entire campus
community. Also to alleviate past
complaints that the Delts violated
pledging activities a phrase stating
the Delts would adhere to ISC
rules was added, implying their
pledging activities will take place
only during the second week of
spring quarter instead of starting
at the end of winter quarter.
Why did ISC, who revoked the
charter last .year,- - decide to
reinstate it this . year? Newly
elected members are more open-minde- d,
cooperative and less
returning from last year and there
is a new group-T-he Jug Band--to
appear.
The M.C. for the day, "Sir-Jam- es
Finney is a 75 Wooster
graduate and a native of the area,
familiar to some Wooster students
for his work with "Romeo and
Juliet" and . "The --Marriage of
Figaro.'' Such features as the
dunking booth and balloons are
returning while a new hide-a-ta- p
contest and feet to eat have been
added. Strange, but that's Packer
Day, 19801
.T--
O
influenced by the administration,
Vrnce Cellini claimed. Ferenchik
claimed that other sections finally
realized that their charters, too,
could be revoked unless the
sections united more. "Other
section members came to me,
saying they felt our case was
treated very unfairly last year, too.
We weren't told until Sunday what
the charges were against us," he
continued. "No I won't say what
they were."
New ISC faculty advisor Don
Wise explained that not revealing
the charges was an administrative
decision, but was unsure who
made the decision. "From certain
information, I understand that the
persons lodging the charge feared
physical retribution from the Delts
if their name was mentioned or
that they would be incriminated if
the specific charge was revealed.
To protect these persons, the
names and charges were
withheld."
Despite being unchartered for a
year, 17 Delts have lived in spirit as
a section, playing in intramural
competition, working at Coccia
House, eating at the "Deft" table
beside line one in Lowry, and
having their traditional viking
Classified Ads
Save gas! For summer fun come to
Carlisle's Canoe Livery at New
Philly. Group rates. Lots of fun.
PH 216-343-763- 3, 216-339-380- 5,
216-339-40- 10
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. Call toll free 1-800-362- -9150.
Summer andor winter jobs at lake
and ski resort. Free quarters and
good pay for men and women.
Long hours, but you can earn up
to '$2500 per quarter and save
most of it. Write immediately with
full details about yourself.
Brandywine SkT and Summer
Resort, Box 343, Northfield, Ohio
44067.
AAACON AUTO
TRANSPORT
Travel Almost
California, Texas, Florida
Arizona
Other States
CaD 1.449-575-1
May 16.
Recruitment on American Campuses
Not Affected by Political Upheaval
cont. from p. 4
thetotal American college student '
populace. There are projections
the number could hit ten percent
by 1990..
Given the stakes, few schools
seem willing to adopt policies that
could substantially change those
projections. Mankato State
University in Minnesota, for
example, plans to continue
enrolling foreign students despite
a potentially disastrous public
realtions flap last November.
That's when, just after the
seizure of the American embassy
in Teheran, five foreign students
four Iranian and one Sudanese - at
Mankato were arrested after
police got a tip the students were
Sigma Charter
party in the fall.
Enthusiasm to be a member of
Phi Delta Sigma continues, despite
the charter revocation, according
to about ten prospective pledges.
"I'm not sure why their charter
was taken away, but what they did
was probably no worse than what
other sections have done," said
freshman Dennis McCarthy.
Classmate Greg Donatelli
expressed a consensus saying,
"No, it doesn't bother me that the
charter was revoked. I had heard
about the Delts in high school and
knew some of the guys in the
section before I came. Then during
football I got to know the rest of
the guys and they're my type of
people, carefree with no false
.
images."
SGA BRIEFS
The Executive . Board has
reversed the transportation hike
initiated by Ed Ceme. Instead,
there will be a charge on the "wear
and tear" of the vehicles (i e. gas,
etc.) to aH groups using the vans.
In addition, the Dean's office wS
be drawing up a new priority list of
who should be permitted to use
them.
.... You can now sign up for
summer storage between 6 and 7
pm in the SGA office. Pick-u- p will
be Sunday, June 1, and storage
win also be open on Sunday, May
25. Cost wiH be $2.00 this year. For
further details contact Doug Sohn.
The Wooster Community
Action charter win be discussed at
the next Campus Council
meeting.
Hesson House will be coming
to the General Assembly meeting
on May 19 to put on skits and
stimulate discussion on race
relations at Wooster. Anyone
interested in coming is
encouraged to attend.
i
vorld-uid- z
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
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about to kidnap Minnesota Gov.
Albert Qui. A rifle was found in
the car of one of the students.
The charges proved to be
groundless (the rifle was
apparently for a hunting trip), but
the uproar potentially threatened
Mankato's budget request in the
state . legislature. Mankato,
however, maintains plans to enroll
more foreign students.
The administration has some
concern about the actions of
foreign students," says Mankato
Director of International Students
Kuhn Lee. "But we bring the
students in and discuss what they
can do and what they can't. We
also talk about what kind of
response they wO get from the
university community from their
actions."
Lee adds the university is
committed to providing
educational opportunities for
foreign students in spite of
occasional adverse local reaction. ;
"Many of our top-rankin- g
officials are overseas travelers," he
says, "and are aware of the
influence American studies has on
the world."
Few schools readily admit to
actively recruiting foreign
students, but fewer say they wil
try to diminish the flow.
One exception is Southwestern
College in Oklahoma, which
voluntarily cut the number of slots
it allocates to foreigners from 300
to 150 in the wake of a
confrontation between its Iranian
students and Oklahoma City
police.
"The problem" asserts Dr.
Thomas Hoemeke, director of the
International Programs Office at
North Texas State University,
"comes when the schools have
made an active bid for foreign
enrollment without making a
commitment to provide the special
facilities necessary."
Those facilities include special
language and social programs, as
well as specialized turoring help.
Mankato State, for example,
found its foreign students were not
taking part in regular university
activities. Lee says the university
has taken steps to integrate
foreigners into campus life more
easily.
I PIZZA
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Liberal Arts Majors Take Heart: Job
(CPS) - "Don't talk it up too
much," begs Karen Biakey of the
U.S. Personnel Corp. in
Washington, D.C. Toomuch talk
could make it go away."
She is talking about a slight
improvement in the long-depresse- djob market for liberal
arts majors this spring. "With a bit
of hustling and concentrated job
seeking," counsels Gordon Gray,
Career Services director at
George Washington University, "a
liberal arts graduate should be
successful."
"The average liberal arts major
has it much better than his
predecessors of the last six or
seven years, especially in private
sector hiring," he adds.
Experts point to several factors
that have improved, at least
tenuously, liberal arts majors' job
prospects. One is that students
have stayed away from liberal arts
so long that they've created a
shortage.
The phenomenon is most
noticeable in education. "We find
(school) districts are required to
go out of state for new teachers,"
says Ralph Graves of Maine's
State Education Commission.
"Until about 1977, we had people
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST J
i--or your convenience m
Just off the College Campus
Tickets for Passion Play
August 10.11
O0RMWRGAU $225
CALL
264-650- 5
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
Doundinq down the doors for
jobs. Then; "it levelled off for a
while, and now it's a problem of
actively recruiting to keep quality
(of education) up.-Ot- her
areas of the country are
also reporting current or imminent
teacher shortages, especially tn
the Sun Belt states. The Southern
Regional Education Board expects
its "current oversupply of new
teachers" to dwindle into a teacher
shortage by the end of the decade.
Still another reason liberal arts
are doing oeuer in ine
marketplace is that liberal arts
curricula have become more
practical." A number of schools,
.
like the University of Utah, now
hold regular job workshops for
their liberal arts majors, to show
them ways to adapt their course
schedules to market demands.
The emphasis is on a "creative"
course development.
University of Illinois career
development director Dave
Bechtel says there's nothing
wrong with a humanities major
that a little early career planning
couldn't cure. Generally, "the
humanities are so broad that, with
the exception of teaching, there
does not happen to be a career
that meets a match."
The student " has to make his or J
her own effort" to mold the
curriculum to a possible job. That
may, for example, mean stressing
"hard skills" like writing or oral
communication that can be readily
adapted to business life.
"Humanities majors," Illinois
associate director of humanities
William Plater told the Daily mini
last January, "are able to provide
an analysis of problems, an
interpretation of data, and a
drawing of concIuskns...These
skills are certainly as valuable as
computer science."
More corporations are
apparently agreeing. John
Sussman, a researcher at Korn-Ferr-y
Personnel in Los Anaeles.
- American Foods
5-1-2. Closed Tues
Smithville Inn
109 West Main
Smithville
"Where Chicken Is King"
Make Your Reservations for Graduation
669-26- 41
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Saucaye.
Mushrooms. Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go -
Also Serving Italian
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-Sp- . m.-l- a. m.
Frk Sat --6p.m. --2a.m. . .'.'
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only
Market Brightens
expects more businesses will start
choosing liberal arts majors with
experience over , more narrowly- -
educated business majors. .
Business, he says, is getting
more complex, and requires more
general skills to -- cope with
complexities ''The technical
aspects of business can be learned
inside the corporate structure, but
the things learned from liberal arts
cannot be learned on the job. And
you just don't get it from an MBA."
Indeed, General Motors has
begun a pilot program aimed at
recruiting "the best" liberal arts.
majors from 11 schools this year,
despite layoffs of semi-skille- d and
blue collar labor at several of its
plants.
Yet job hunting for liberal arts
majors largely remains a catch-as-catch-ca- n
proposition. The federal
government, traditionally the
biggest recruiter of liberal arts
majors, has a hiring freeze. Most
state governments have
drastically reduced hiring. So in
general a liberal arts major, must
"look for blips in the market" to ,
find gainful employment, says
Illinois' Bechtel.
One may, for example, notice
that a company is expanding its
international sales division.
That," Bechtel says, "might be a
good opportunity for a language
major."
Gray of George Washington
University also uses language
majors to illustrate the "little bit of
hustling' he recommends.
Language degrees are very
seldom sought after, except for
teaching and translating positions.
More ; often a prospective
employer may be searching for
language as a secondary
qualification, for example, looking
for a librarian, with a language
degree."
Options Offered to Travel
' New options for study and travel
in Mexico are being offered by the
U.S. National Registration Center
for Study in Mexico. The Center, hi
cooperation with Mexicana
lines, is providing the opportunity
to study at any of 1 1 academically
evaluated schools in Mexico. In-
cluded are such famous institutions
as the National University of
Mexico fn Mexico Qty, the Uni-
versity of Guadalajara, Centro de
Idiomas in Mazatlan, Cuemavaca
and Merida and Institute Allend e
in San Miguel.
LEHMAN'S WOOD SHOPPE
171 V. Main St. Smithville
only 10 mm: away, next
Despite Gutty Performance
Scotties
The College of Wooster, despite
a tremendous comeback attempt,
were eliminated from the Ohio
Small College
.
women's state
softball championships played in
Springfield. '
'
. Wooster played '. in three
'contests Friday, losing its 8:30
a.m. contest to Otterbein, 9-- 8, in
extra-inning- s, coming back at
p.m. to defeat Wittenberg, 6-- 4, but
- after trailing CedarviHe by ten runs
after four innings, lost 14-1- 3.
Basically, I nave to be very
pleased with our play in the
tournament," said head . coach
Geri Knortz of Wooster. "Both
games we lost were by one run, we
came back when we were down,
and the girls played their hearts
out. You can't be upset with their
efforts. We came on strong this
year, as the girls worked and
worked." '
In the final contest, Cedarville
jumped out to a 8-- 0 lead after the
first inning, and added two more in
the bottom of the fourth to take a
10-- 0 lead. Wooster bounced bactf
with seven runs in the fifth, and six
runs in the sixth to actually take a
13-1- 0 margin. But Cedarville
pounded a grand slam home run in
the. bottom of the sixth inning to
take the victory. '
Pat Buda, in relief of Sue
Dodenhoff in the first, was tagged
with the loss in the final game, after
holding Cedarville --
, to next to
nothing for five innings, despite
pitching her third game of the day.
In the loss Buda fanned one, but
walked 10 as she became very
tired. Marcella Morton took the
win, striking out .
.
none while
walking seven.
Leanne Dunsmore led Wooster
with three hits, one a triple, while
Courses can be taken for credit
.or non-credi- t, at undergraduate,
.
graduate, and high school levels.
Over 200 courses in English or
Spanish are available in art.
archeology, culture, history, edu
cation, crafts, and socioloov.
Spanish instruction is offered at a
variety of levels, for those with little
or no proficiency to advanced
Bilingual in-servi- ce credits are also
available.
Costs for study programs aver-
age $125 per week .. including
rumon. lodging and meals. Lodging
Macnitf'
book, no
to Smithville Inn'
teammate Lisa Mullet had two
hits, including a grand slam. The
home run by Mullet was her
second of the tourney, as she
slammed a four-bagg- er - in
Wooster 's loss of Otterbein.
Scots Drop
To Eighth
In OACs
.
by Rob Corts
The College of Wooster men's
track team finished eighth in the
Ohio Athletic. Conference;
championships at Baldwin-Wallac- e
Saturday, totaling 1454
points for the meet.
,
Baldwin-Wallac- e ran away with
the meet with 224 points. Mount
Union placed second with 94-point- s,
while Otterbein was third
with 71. Other finishers included
Ohio Wesley an with 65, Ohio
Northern 4714, Wttenberg 34, --
Denison"23, Wooster, Oberlin 10,
Muskingum two and Heidelberg
one. - : '.' ' -
.
"Aside from an injury to senior
Lou D'Angelo, we really came
home from BW feeling good about
things," said head coach Jim Bean
of Wooster. "The races were not
spectacular, but they were
something to be proud of."
Bean was extremely pleased
with senior co-capta- in Tod Lamb's
performance. Lamb was
Wooster's high-poi- nt man, placing
third in the shot put (49-10- ) and
fourth in the discus (145-0)- . In the
high jump Ron Austin took a sixth
with a 6-- 6, while Mark Thomas was
fifth in the javelin with a 161-0- .
The ' 400-mete- r relay team of
Tim Jackson, John Ferenchik,
D'Angelo and Bo Loeffler placed
fifth with their best clocking of the
year (43.6). ,
Wooster will now travel to
Otterbein Saturday to again try to
qualify runners for the Division DI
nationals.
in Mexico
is with Mexican families or in
hotels. .
The year-roun- d programs are
co-sponsor- ed by Mexican Airlines,
which is offering guaranteed air-
fares . from . many U.S. cities.
Mexicana is Mexico's largest airline
with offices in 27 Mexican cities.
Also provided by the Center is
an assortment of travel programs
and study tours designed and
arranged for appeal to various age
and interest groups Visit Mayan
ruins in --the Yucatan, the famous
beaches of the Pacific or the
historic cities of Mexico. Twenty- -
two travel options to over fifty
Mexican cities and areas of interest
make ft convenient to choose
according to jersonal preferences.
Many tours are with " Mexican
citizens off to " see their own
country. . . .
For further information, contact
the National Registration Center
for Study in Mexico, 135 West
Wens; Suite 615, Milwaukee, WI
53203 (teL 414 278-707- 0) - or
your nearest Mexican Consulate,
Mexican Government Tourist
Office or Mexicana Airline Office.
No OAC Grown on Horizon;
But Bid Hopes Still Alive
L
'".v-
- , yby Hank Sperry .yv.v ,
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-- ineres more ukm one wav 10I J 1. r .1
.
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. baseball team, more than one way
to earn a Division 01 Mideast
. Regional playoft Did.
'
'--
1 One wav is to be the charriDion
"' of the Ohio Conference, one of the
toughest small college leagues in
' the nation. Another: is; to prove
yourself the best team in the Ohio
isomerence. : ,. - .
D I I --il U II.. TU C -- t.
can't win the Conference. Ohio
Northern sideswiped the Scots on
' a bad day in April, taking a double;
'-
- header from the Scots.. I he Polar -
Bears then maintained a slim lead
.'
.1 . 1- - ' t-- 1- - A 1m ine sianaings unin cuncning ine
Northern Division title last week.
- dui mere - is uiue - uouui - iitv
Scots ore the best team in the
Conference. Their 40--5 record
. with six games remaining is the
best in the OAC Ohio Northern
has a 26-7--1 overall mark and
Marietta,, winner of the OACs
Southern Division, carries a33-1-- 1
ledger. Those 40 victories equal
last year's total as the winningest
' team in Scot basebaD history. With
six games to go, the 1980 Scots are
- virtually assured of claiming that
distinction outright. ,
Last week, the Scots discovered
yet another way to skin that cat.
fulling out au -- tne stops, tne
Wooster team amassed 57 runs in
three games, to crush, two
opponents in the closing of OAC
play. - '-- ": ':- - -- '"
- Ohio Wesleyan took the brunt
of the Scot wrath. Wooster drilled
an unbelievable 32 hits and scored
Audi Wynh Conquers Ohio;
Women Play Well at State
- bv Mike Smith -
. Pat all Ixi 1 CAMls-- W Aawla 117im
the women's tennis season came,
to a close after three days of fierce
competition' at the state
championships in Delaware, Ohio.
- Audi Wynn, who makes her
third trip to the AIAW regionals in
as many seasons, is the state
champion at third singles. -- : v
v
.ci --ti i 1 1 none wui- - iravei iu wouhbhi
Thursday to compete in the
Midwest AIAW regionals. N .
'' "Audi probably played the best
match of her career at state,"
"She couldn't do anything
wrong." Wynn, seeded second,
put down her opponent from
Oberlin 7--5, 6-- 4, . and then
proceeded to unseat number one
ranked Ann Pollard of Denison,
1-- 6, 6-- 0, 6-- 3. V
i i i Ioaro oressen piayea several
fine matches during the season
and in tournament play," Sexton
remarked. "She ought -- to be
outstanding next spring based on
her play this season." Ann Esgar
was a consistent winner at sixth
singles, racking up a 5--1 record for
season nlau. "PH like to see our
first singles player Brooke
Bashore face some opponents in
the future that can really hit the
ball, rather than the unorthodox
styles she had to hit aqainst at
BEAU. AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H q
L ': . N'"'4 r-rth- w) .i
24 Hour Coin-O-p tsundjry ..
1 :V Prj Cleaning 9 - 4:ii V.
an equally astonishing number of
runs hi "a - 28--7 drubbing , of
Wesleyan. Bob Morgan took most
of his regulars out by the sixth
inning, but that didn't slow the
barrage. Paul Slane and Wayne
Hitchcock slammed home runs
and the Scots scored 16 runs in
those later innings.
Saturday the Scots "eased up"
on Oberlin, winning "only" by 19-2- :
and 10-- 2 in sweeping a double-heade- r.
The OACs leading hitter,
.Tim BasDone,'- - burned Oberlin
pitching, cracking two home runs
and knocking in six. in that 19-- 2
win. .The Scots won the other
game behind the pitching of
Chuck Chokenea, who struck out
eight in going the distance.
. BasOone's Conference-leadin- g
average is .431...Tim Kelly is tops
in the OAC with 13 doubles.. .Mike
Knox continues his slugging
barrage, he slammed another one
against Wesleyan and now leads
the Conference with 15.. .Knox
and Basilone share the OAC RBI
lead , with 59...Bob McFadden
averages 10.4 strikeouts per game
and is second in the Conference in
that department with 76...
GETTING CLOSE. Wooster is
nearing - the Ohio .' Conference
single season record for most wins
in a season. The Fighting Scots
have posted 40 victories on the
year and have six more regular
season games on their schedule.
The conference mark is 44, set by
Marietta in 1975.
RECORD DELUGE. Records
are made to be broken, so that's
state," coach Sexton added
Sexton ' ". f "
admitted that she - was a bit
disappointed with some of the
results. "I saw the girls play some
of their finest tennis yet, but it was
unfortunately the case that they
beat tougher opponents than they
lost to, and that is where the
disappointment Bes," commented
Sexton. - . - -
, The tennis team's "3-- 3. record
tends to hide the fact that the
Scotties' first losses were very
close matches early in the season
to the two best teams in the state,
Denison and Ohio Wesleyan. It
was a good season, according to
coach Sexton, but not the super
season the women would like to
have had. "Well be looking
forward to working with rooming
freshmen and our returning
.varsity next year," Sexton added.
mm
Not only is Mike Knox tearing up
storm. He currently stands at 8-
what OAC performers are doing
this season. , Teammates MIKE
KNOX (Caflery PA) and TIM
BASILONE (Springdale PA) of
Wooster are staging a battle to see
who will own the new league mark
for most runs batted in in a season
cqgie the end of the 1980
campaign. Both players have
already cracked the old standard of
53 set last year by Doug Barr of
Otterbein, each driving in 59 men
so far this year. Mike's a junior
pitcher-infielde- r while classmate
Tim plays third. .Knox also
continues to add to his season and
Men Finish Eghth
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team ended its 1980 season
Saturday under the direction of
first-yea- r head coach Hayden
Schilling, placing eighth out of 14
teams in the Ohio Athletic
Conference championships at
Denison. .
"This was obviously not a year
to break the conference
dominance of Denison, Kenyon
and Ohio Wesleyan (the first three
finishers)," said Schilling. "But
Paul Wardlaw turned in an
outstanding performance,
finishing as a semi-finali- st at first
singles. Wardlaw breezed past
opponents from Mount Union and
Ohio Wesleyan to meet the
defending champ from Capital,
and he pushed him to a 6-- 7
tiebreaker in the first match, but
Paul lost the second, 2-6- ."
Finishing as quarter-finalist- s
were soph John Thomas, and
frosh Jeff Baka. Thomas won his
first match easily, 6-- 1, 6-- 1, but was
upset, 6-- 7, 6--1, 4--6 by Oberlin's
player. Baka won his opener, 6-- 1,
6-- 2, before losing, 6-- 2, 3-- 6, 3-- 6.
Winning the consolation
bracket for first-roun- d losers was
Mike Rabin at sixth singles, as he
triumphed, 6-- 3, 4--6, 6-- 1 over Ohio
STYLING & HAIRCUTS
FOR
MEN & WOMEN
31 6S " &on,
May 16.
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the Conference with 15 homers and 59 RBI; he is also pitching up a
1 with a 1.39 ERA. Photo by William E. Hoese.
career record home run totals. As
of last week's games, Mike has 15
roundtrippers this year, 24 career. .
.STEVE BARNEY (Portsmouth),
Ohio Northern's speedy senior
outfielder, broke his own single
season record for stolen bases.
Barney, the OACs career leader in
thefts with 132, now has 49 for the
year. His old mark was 45 set In
1978.
BIG MAC ATTACK. Another
Wooster performer, junior BOB
McFADDEN (Rocky River), is
attacking the league record books.
in Ohio Conference
Northern and 6-1- , 6-- 3 over
Heidelberg after losing to Oberlin.
Frosh Brian Cavanaugh and soph
Greg Tonian lost in first round and
consolation matches.
In doubles action, Baka and
Rabin won the consy bracket.
After losing to Heidelberg, 1-- 6, 3-- 6,
the duo tramped Muskingum, 6-- 2,
6-- 3, 6-- 4, won a fault from Marietta
and dumped Capital, 6-- 3, 6-- 2. The
first doubles team of Wardlaw and
Thomas shocked Mount Union, 6-- 2,
6-- 3, but then tost to Denison,
while the second doubles team of
John Crazier and Jeff Tonian fell
in their two matches.
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Bob. a righthander, has won nine
games this year, while losing none,
just two triumphs shy of the OAC
mark of 11 held by Neal Parsley.
Marietta, 1975; Kim Stanbery.
Marietta, 1975. and Russ Craw-
ford. Wooster. 1977.
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Golfers Offered National Bid;
Head for Iowa Tuesday
The College of Wooster golf
team has received a bid to
participate in the Division HI
National Championships. . "It
certainly is a good feeling to be
invited," said coach Bob Nye, "but
I wasn't surprised. We played weO
enough this season to deserve a
bid."
The bid came in Monday after
the Scots had placed second in the
Ohio Conference Championship
during the weekend.
The Scots were challenging
Capital for the top spot after the
second round, trailing the
Crusaders by four strokes. But the
Scots took a dive in the third
round, shooting 398 to finish 17
strokes behind Capital at 1177.
The Scots narrowly edged out
hard-chargin- g Ohio Wesley an for
second place, as the Bishops
finished four strokes back at 1181.
But now the Scots are off to
DesMoines, Iowa, to begin
National competition next
Tuesday. "We have an excellent
team and I think we can finish in
the top ten (out of twenty teams),'
said Nye. "And if we play well, we
can finish in the top five. Needless
to : say the players are very
excited." ti
v.
V
Scott Tharrington and the rest of the Wooster golfers will be lining up putts at the NCAA Division CI
championships, which begin Tuesday. Photo by Jay Heiser.
Laxmen Pound Michigan State in Season Finale
The College of Wooster men's
(across team, in its best offensive
performance of the season,
defeated Michigan State, 17 8, to
finish as the third best team in the
Midwest Lacrosse Association for
1980.
Wooster ended the season 7--6
overall but, as head coach Art
Marangi pointed out, the mark
was deceiving.
"We were definitely a young
team this season," he said, "and I
think weVe matured a lot as a
tp;wn. not iust our freshmen. But
you have to look at the schedule -
this is by far the toughest since Fve
been here. Four of our six losses
were to teams that are ranked in
the top 10 in the country, and in
two of those four losses, we played
extremely well. This is ending the
season on a strong note, and I
hope" it gets us ready for next
year."
A balanced scoring attack was
the name of the game for the Scots
in the win over MSU. Frosh Pete
Green end soph Bill Duke both
chalked up five goals in the victory.
Green also adding an assist, while
freshman Tom Hebble added four
goals and three assists and
Women Finish Fourth at Home Track
The College of Wooster's
women's track team dropped a
notch to place fourth in their
sixteen team invitational Saturday,
May 10. Rio Grande finished a
strong first with 101 points, while
Baldwin-Wallac- e. Ohio Wesleyan
and Wooster trailed with 92. 81
and 67 respectively.
The Scotties only first place
came from Darlene Kemp in the
long jump. Charlene Kemp
jumped her personal best with a
jump of 17Vb" which gave her a
third. The Kemps continued their
scoring with Darlene placing sec-
ond in the 100 meter hurdles and
fifth in the 100 meter dash, and
Charlene placing third in the 100
meter dash and fifth in the 100
meter hurdles. They joined Pam
Willis and Molly Rudman to place
fifth in the 800 meter sprint medley
relay. Willis also placed fourth in
the 200 meter dash.
Sally Batton threw her personal
best in both the shot put and the
discus. Her efforts were rewarded
with a fourth in the discus. Jenny
Chandler also tallied points in the
field "events with a sixth in the
javlin.
Rachel Heyse turned in a fine
performance with a second in the
1.500 meter run and a third in the
3.000 meter run.
Heather Murphy placed sixth in
the 400 meter hurdles. She also
joined Kathy Blood. Laurel Dowd.
and Amy McClumpha in the 1.600
meter, relay which grabbed a third.
Wooster's B 1.600 meter relay
THE
I in ttw Caitf MilO S H O P
I ' - Shopping Cuf l
, lioo- - 262-M4- T. ' -
team of Rachel Swanger. Penny
Price. Nancy Marchant and Rachel
Heyse finished sixth and scoring
for Wooster.
Coach Bruce Hunter said "the
individual performances and the
logistics of the meet went smooth-
ly, but there were unfortunate
misunderstandings and disagree-
ments among the coaches in
regard to a particular rule."
In spite of Alfred E. Packer day.
a number of the Scotties will travel
to Otterbein Friday. May 16. for the
last meet of the season.
m
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classmate Steve Williams added a
single goal and three assists. But
John PizzareDi had his best day
ever as a Scot, as the junior scored
nine points in the game, two goals
and seven assists, to set a Wooster
standard for points in a single
game.
"John (Pizzarelli) had : a
tremendous game," praised
Marangi. "His passing was there.
But I also think Pete Green and Bill
Duke had their finest games of the
year for us."
--
'That's the best we've played
offensively all season," continued
Marangi. "When you look down
over the scoring, it makes me feel
really good to see that 14 out of our
17 goals were assisted, which is
iust tremendous for lacrosse. And
the other thing that makes me feel
good, not only just about this
game, but next year, is that three
out of the five scorers in the game
were freshmen. Those three
accounted for 10 goals and seven
assists, and that's super."
Wooster never trailed in the
game, taking a 6-- 2 first-quart- er
lead, a 9-- 4 margin at the half, and
building that to 14-- 5 before
coasting in with the final 17-- 8
difference for the win. -
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